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ARTICLES

AN ANALYSIS OF PEOPLE,FOR MICHIGAN
REPUBLIC, EXREL V. STATE OF
MICHIGAN
PHILLIP A. HENDGES*

INTRODUCTION
About a year ago, a friend of mine was with her husband at a
law book auction looking for books to add to his law office's library.
They found themselves bidding against a non-lawyer-a farmer, in
fact. In talking to this farmer, my friend discovered that the books
the farmer was bidding on were merely additions to a larger collection of law books the farmer maintained in his barn which he
browsed through from time to time. When asked why he collected
law books, the farmer told my friends that every county should
have at least one lay person knowledgeable in the law.
Nationally, there are other lay individuals similarly interested in judicial prose. These individuals are, for various reasons,
deeply dissatisfied with the American legal and political status
quo. They reject this status quo as illegitimate and are turning to
the law for relief. This law they are turning to, however, is not the
law as most Americans understand it. These individuals are part
of a movement having its own conception of the law, and its members are applying this law in their own manner through their own
courts.
Judging by his purchases and reported statements, the wellread farmer may very well have been one of these individuals who
is a part of what is generally known as the "common law courts
movement." This article examines the practices and beliefs of this
movement through the People, for Michigan Republic, ex rel v.

* J.D., Thomas M. Cooley Law School, 1997; B.A., Albion College, 1987.
Mr. Hendges would like to extend his appreciation to Professor Stephen
Sheppard, Jtlrgen Skoppek and Joy Witte for their guidance and comments
during the preparation of this article.
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State of Michigan.1 This petition is the product of a group of common law movement believers who identify themselves as the
"Michigan People's Assembly and Grand Jury.' According to the
caption on its first page, this petition is a "Petition de Droit and
Command to Show Cause' and was delivered to the listed
"Respondents, Defendants" in late December, 1995. This particular copy was delivered to Michigan's governor, John Engler. Other
Michigan defendants listed in the petition are the attorney general, all members of the legislature, all judges, all county commissioners, all state agencies and all elected or appointed officials.'
Presumably, these individuals were also served.
On first impression, this document 5 appears to be an ordinary
legal pleading. It begins with a caption listing the court, parties,
8 with
and subject matter followed by a summons, or "praecipe,"
1. Petition de Droit and Command to Show Cause, People, for Mich. Re-

public, ex rel v. State of Michigan, (Our One S. Ct., Country of Mich. 1995)
(No. Mich. 95-1) [hereinafter Petition]. The petition is attached as Appendix

A. See infra Appendix A.
2. Id. at 1. In the praecipe, the authors are identified as the "Michigan

People's Assembly and Common Law Jury." Id. They are identified in the

body of the petition as the "Michigan People's Assembly and Grand Jury." Id.
at 3-32.
3. Id. Common law practitioners use many antique terms. A "petition de
droit," for instance, is:
In old English practice, a petition of right; a form of proceeding to obtain restitution from the crown of either real or personal property, being
of use where the crown is in possession of any hereditaments or chattels, and the petitioner suggests such a right as controverts the title of
the crown, grounded on facts disclosed in the petition itself.
BLACK'S LAW DICTIONARY 1146 (6th ed. 1990).
"Command to show cause" is self-explanatory and may be considered the republican form of the petition discussed above as it is not limited by tradition
to acts by the crown, and it can accommodate requests for return of metaphysical property such as political rights.
4. Petition, supra note 1, at 3.
5. Id. at 1-32. All quotations from the petition and other sources will reflect not only emphasis (underlining, for example) placed on the text in the
original but also the original capitalization, punctuation, grammar, etc. Also,
authorities cited in the petition will be identified in the same manner in this
article as they are in the original, except where more formal identification
may be required.
6. A "praecipe"is defined as, "[iun practice, an original writ drawn up in
the alternative, commanding the defendant to do the thing required, or show
the reason why he had not done it. It includes an order to the clerk of court to
issue an execution on a judgment already rendered." BLACK'S LAw DICTIONARY 1172-73 (6th ed. 1990).

This praecipe was issued by the "Special Appointed Clerk" and directs the
named "respondents, defendants" to mail within 60 days the required
"affidavits of response" to an address in a small town near Michigan's capitol,
Lansing. Petition, supra note 1, at 1. The praecipe also states, "If no Lawful
evidence to the contrary is received, these facts stated as Truth and this Assembly of the Sovereign People shall continue "in Law" to remove this bond-
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service of process. A seal even appears on some of the pages.
However, you need not go beyond the second line of the caption to
know that this is, at the very least not an ordinary pleading. The
court identified in the caption is "Our One Supreme Court" located
It is further identified as the
in the "Country of Michigan.
"Common Law Venue" having "Original and Exclusive Jurisdiction" and that it is "Outside the District of Columbia In Ingham
county," Michigan Republic."" The approximately thirty pages of
argument, authority, analysis, and conclusions that follow the
cover page have a similar, "not of this world" quality.
PURPOSE AND OVERVIEW OF THIS ARTICLE
Despite its ostensibly otherworldly character, there is meaning and relevance in People, for Michigan Republic, ex rel v. State
of Michigan. Neither, however, are detectable if the document is
viewed as being legal in character. This petition is, as will be discussed later, a political document and has both meaning and relevance as such.
The petition, as an expression of the beliefs prevalent in the
common law courts movement, is the focus of this article. The first
section of this article provides a basic overview of the common law
courts movement. The second section summarizes the People, for
Michigan Republic, ex rel v. State of Michigan, relying largely on
excerpts from the petition. This approach gives the reader an
overview of the issues discussed with the flavor of the discussion.
The third section discusses the ultimate question presented by the
petition, the nature of individual and governmental sovereignty in
the American system of government. This section addresses the
question of why, under the political question doctrine, the individual versus governmental sovereignty question is not a proper
question for the courts. The final section discusses the petition as
a political statement that is relevant under the petition clause of
the First Amendment of the Constitution.
NOTE ON METHODOLOGY
The overview in section one relies largely on information reported regarding the common law courts movement in Ohio.
age from us." Id. In other words, a default judgment shall issue.
7. Petition, supra note 1, at 33-38.
8. Id. at 1.
9. The use of a lower case "cin"county" is not a typographical error but
a statement in and of itself. According to Michael Janofsky, writing in the
New York Times, "Members of common law courts routinely use lower case
letters in their documents to emphasize that they do not acknowledge an established jurisdiction." Michael Janofsky, Home-Grown Courts Spring Up as
JudicialArm of the FarRight, N.Y. TIMEs, April 17, 1996, at Al.
10. Petition, supra note 1, at 1.
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There is relatively little information available on the movement
nationally. To date, there has been no in-depth academic study of
this movement. Most of the available information consists of
newspaper articles reporting on the activities of common law
courts operating in various communities across the nation. There
is, however, sufficient reporting on the movement's activities in
Ohio to give a good overview of its membership, motivation, extent, and practices. While there is little information available on
the movement in Michigan, both Ohio and Michigan are Midwestern states in close proximity to each other. Therefore, Ohio will
serve as a reasonable surrogate for Michigan in the context of this
overview. Information on the beliefs prevalent in the movement,
however, is readily available on-line in websites created by movement believers. The overview of the common law on which the petition rests is based on these common law sources.
I. THE COMMON LAW COURTS MOVEMENT: AN OVERVIEW
As indicated in the Introduction, the petition itself is the focus
of this article. The common law courts movement is only discussed
to the extent required to understand the petition. This section is
not designed to present a detailed history and analysis of the
movement itself.' Instead, this section is intended to provide the
reader with the information required to see through the petition to
its underlying philosophical question.
A

The Membership of the Movement and Some Common
Motivations
People, for Michigan Republic, ex rel v. State of Michigan includes the signatures of 115 individuals' who, presumably, constitute the "Michigan People's Assembly and Grand Jury." Nothing
else is revealed about these people other than that they subscribe
to the beliefs reflected in the petition, as evidenced by their signatures affixed to it. However, in the caption of the petition, the
court is identified as "Our One Supreme Court." 3
11. Although the common law and militia movements are often connected,
any attempt to discuss both in a paper of this length would fail. Both movements are part of what is generally referred to as the "patriot movement"
Common Law Movement Called Threat, DAYTON DAILY NEWS, April 15, 1996,
at 2B. The patriot movement is a general term for the diverse but generally
anti-governmental collection of organizations that have appeared over the last
several years. Id. The Patriot movement includes everyone from citizen militia groups to shadowy racist organizations implicated in acts of domestic terrorism. Janofsky, supra note 9, at Al.
Similarly, a general survey of the common law courts movement would also be
impractical and of limited utility in understanding the petition and will only
be addressed as necessary to understand the petition.
12. Petition, supra note 1, at 33-38.
13. Id. at 1.
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In Columbus, Ohio, there is another group that identifies itself as "Our One Supreme Court." Not only do the two groups
share the same name but also the same basic beliefs. This is clear
when the reported beliefs of the Ohio group are considered in light
of the contents of the Michigan petition. Knowing this, certain
generalizations may be drawn regarding the individuals involved
in the common law courts movement. The membership of Columbus, Ohio's "Our One Supreme Court" appears to be typical, and
the characterizations of its members in press reports are consistent with those characteristics of similar courts around the country. Therefore, while nothing is known of the 115 individuals who
signed the petition, the motivations and beliefs of others involved
in the movement can be insightful in attempting to understand the
petition's meaning and relevance.
"f[We all got burned...."
"We sat around one night and talked about how we all got
burned [by the courts]. Then we decided maybe we should start
our own."" Members of common law courts often report that they
have been "burned" by an encounter with the courts; "burned"
means a verdict was rendered against them.' The individual
quoted above was identified as one of the founders of Our One Supreme Court. 6 He lost a dispute with the Internal Revenue Service and was reportedly fighting a traffic citation, claiming that it
constituted an infringement of "his 'natural' -right to travel
freely." 17
Another individual who has attempted to use the common law
courts movement theories as a defense to a traffic citation is James
Nichols.'8 James Nichols is the brother of Terry Nichols who,
1.

14. Stephen Braun, Their Own Kind of Justice, L.A. TIMEs, Sept. 5, 1995,
at Al.
15. 20/20: Rebel Justice - Refusing to Abide by American Law (ABC television broadcast, Jan. 5, 1996). 20/20, after attending a session of Our One Supreme Court, reported that "[mlost [of the attendees] have had run-ins with
the law." Id. The report went on to identify one attendee who turned to Our
One Supreme Court after having been found guilty of "sexual abuse," incurring $31,000 in legal fees in the process, and another individual who lost in
traffic court. Id. At a session of the "Common Law Court of Necessity" in
York, Nebraska, one individual was there after losing his farm in a dispute
with the Internal Revenue Service while another had lost his home in a bank
foreclosure action. Henry J. Cordes, Common-Law Backers Eye New Justice,
OMAHA WORLD HERALD, Nov. 5, 1995, at Bi. Although the facts of these en-

counters are unknown, it is contextually clear that the individuals feel not
only that justice was denied them but also that they were victims of the legal
system rather than losers on the merits.
16. Braun, supra note 14, at Al.
17. Id.
18. Paul Glastris, PatriotGames, Legal Philosophy of Militia Movements,

WASH. MONTHLY, June 1995, at 23.
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along with Timothy McVeigh, was accused of bombing the Alfred
P. Murrah Federal Building in Oklahoma City, Oklahoma on April
19, 1995.' James Nichols was cited in 1992 for speeding and
driving without a license by a sheriff near his hometown of Decker,
Michigan.' He similarly claimed that the citations were a violation of his "right to free travel."2'
Terry Nichols also attempted to use the common law courts
theories as a defense for his use of a worthless check to pay
$31,000 in defaulted credit card debt.' His defense was summarized as follows: "He didn't really owe that $31,000 in bank credit
card debt, he announced to the court, because the banks had lent
him 'credit,' not 'legal tender.' He offered to pay with what he
called a 'certified fractional reserve check' -- a worthless piece of
paper.-O
2.

I want them out of[my life]"
Other movement believers are more generally disaffected.
These "embittered castaways from American justice" see the common law courts as a means of expressing this disaffection because
the courts allow them the "chance to play judge and jury for a
night.' There is a broad spectrum of general disaffection evident
in the national movement. On one end of the spectrum are statements such as, "I think the government's gotten too involved in our
daily lives, and I want them out of mine.' Those on the other end
of the spectrum claim that the federal government is not just intrusive, but illegitimate."
Some members of the movement are not just disaffected but
seemingly totally divorced from reality. One individual quoted in
the press claims that "he's seen secret documents that indicate the
government is planning to put microchips in everyone's forehead
with an 18-digit code. And he suspects the code will be the Biblical
mark of the beast mentioned in the Book of Revelation.'
Other
members claim that this microchip implantation project has already moved from the planning stages to implementation and that

19. Bartholomew Sullivan, Vigilante Justice, Man's Defense is Common
Law, COM. APPEAL, Nov. 23, 1995, at Al. Timothy McVeigh has subsequently
been convicted of the bombing and has been sentenced to death. Ed Godfrey,
Bombing GrandJury Inspects Area Jails,DAILY OKLAHOMAN, July 2, 1997, at

12.
20. Glastris, supra note 18, at 23.
21. Id.
22. Id. See also Sullivan, supra note 19, at Al.
23. Glastris, supra note 18, at 44.

24.
25.
26.
27.

Braun, supra note 14, at Al.
Nightline (ABC television broadcast, May 22, 1995).
See, e.g., Sullivan, supra note 19, at Al.
Id.
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they have already encountered the "mark of the beast.'
Amy
Honaker, a member of a citizen's militia and Patriot group, believes she saw the mark of the beast while working as a cashier in
the local Wal-Mart store.' As Ms. Honaker was checking out a
customer's purchases, the customer requested that Ms. Honaker
scan her hand containing a microchip with her credit information.3 Ms. Honaker believes that this is a sign of the New World
Order." Individuals with beliefs similar to Ms. Honaker's are undoubtedly present wherever common law courts movement believers gather. As is the case with any spectrum, however, most individuals fall between the extremes.
These individuals are
motivated by beliefs that reflect concern with or even fear of the
government without departing completely from reality.
3.

"[Retirees and machinists,janitors and electricians,farmers
and carpenters"
This natural tendency toward the middle is confirmed in descriptions of individuals attending a session of Our One Supreme
Court. Members of a "jury," convened at a session of Our One Su28. Susan Ladd & Stan Swofford, The Law of the Land, Group Seeks
County Rule, NEWS & REc., June 25, 1995, at A9 [hereinafter The Law of the
Land]. One account of an encounter with the "mark of the beast" so aptly expresses the paranoid beliefs of those on the far end of the spectrum that it is
included in its entirety.
Amy Honaker, 18, of Waynesville [North Carolina] is a member of a
citizens' militia and Patriot group. She believes the New World Order
will begin soon. Amy Honaker believes she saw the "mark of the
beast"-and the beginning of the New World Order-and it nearly made
her sick.
Honaker, 18, is a cashier at Wal-Mart in Waynesville. She's also a
member of a local citizens' militia and Patriot group that fears the federal government is helping establish a one-world government that
would strip Americans of their liberties.
That's why she gasped and turned pale a few months ago when a
woman in Honaker's Wal-Mart line plopped her purchases down and
held out her right hand. Instead of a credit card, the woman wanted
Honaker to scan her hand. The woman said that a microchip implanted
in the back of her right hand would provide Honaker with the necessary
credit information.
Honaker, who says she was brought up in a "very Christian" environment, was so shaken she had to take a break.
"I was disgusted. I thought I was going to throw up,' Honaker said.
"This is another indication to me that a New World Order is coming
unless we all wake up."
Honaker says she also sees signs of a New World Order in the black
helicopters that fly over her house at all hours of the day and night.

Id.
29. Id
30. Id.
3L Id.
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preme Court, included "retirees and machinists, janitors and electricians, farmers and carpenters bound together by their disgust
with the nation's courts and a willful insistence that they can dispatch their own justice.'
Others attending that session were described as "people with no apparent extremist affiliation -- senior
citizens angry about taxes, couples embittered by their lack of job
security, [and] a Cincinnati chemist disillusioned after he vainly
fought a speeding charge in local court.' Whether motivated by
spite and revenge or general disenchantment, this estrangement
from or unease with the courts and the American status quo brings
these people together in "clubs for the disaffected' such as Our
One Supreme Court.
An important distinction, however, may be drawn between
those who lead and those who follow in the common law courts
movement. Morris Dees, director of the Southern Poverty Law
Center, described the leaders as "wackos and kooks" who are seen
as a threat by those outside the movement." He described the followers as "desperate, frustrated and often well-meaning" individuals who see the common law courts as a legitimate means to
redress the grievances they have with the American status quo."
The class of "wackos and kooks" Dees refers to undoubtedly
includes the individuals who recently barricaded themselves in on
a ranch in "Justus Township, Montana state."87
The self32. Braun, supra note 14, at Al.

3 Id.

34 Id.
35. 20/20, supra note 15.
36. Id. People active in the movement also distinguish the "good" believers
from the "bad." Id. According to a leader of the "Constitutional Study Group
of Canton" in Ohio, a common law group that claims to be seeking change
through recognized channels, the authorities should not worry about them because "[w]e're not a radical group. We're not a militia group. We're not a court.
The 'one supreme court' and the militia is who these people should be afraid
of." T.C. Brown, Justice for the Common Man?, CLEV. PLAIN DEALER, Dec. 11,

1995, at Al.
37. From mid-March to late June 1996, approximately 20 individuals barricaded themselves in a 960-acre ranch near Jordan, Montana. Watching Montana, ECONOMIST, April 6, 1996, at 24. Thirteen of the 20 were facing outstanding arrest warrants for a variety of criminal offenses including passing
$1.8 million in worthless checks. Id. Their activities prior to the stand-off
were described as follows:
The Freemen have been a local nuisance for more than two years. They
have threatened judges, refused to recognize state law, refused to pay
taxes, and declined to get driving licenses. They have their own courts,
where they hold mock trials of local officials. And they have taught
their methods (including using computers to commit fraud) to groups
elsewhere.
Id.
The name the Freemen chose for their township, "Justus," is apparently a pun
and can be read as "Just us." Id. See Janofsky, supra note 9, at Al
(discussing the significance of the use of the lower case Vs as used in
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proclaimed "Freemen of Montana" claimed justification under the
common law courts system for passing worthless checks.M
Similarly cynical individuals can be found on the Internet at
the Sovereign Citizen Resource Center (SCRC) website.' If you
believe that social security is a national socialist scheme, reducing
the sovereignty of the states, then for "$75 cash or postal money
order," the SCRC will provide you with a kit on disk to revoke your
social security number and throw off the yoke of the federal government.' In a similar manner, you can free yourself of burdensome state motor vehicle regulations by getting rid of your license
plates and asserting your "right to travel" with a set of "right to
travel conveyance identification plates" available for "$30 each,
cash or postal money order."
Others provide in-person consulting services. Our One Supreme Court itself was reportedly assisted by a traveling "expert"
"Montana state").
38. Watching Montana, supra note 37, at 24.
39. Sovereign Citizen Resource Center (visited July 14, 1996)
<http'//www.caprica.com/-scrc>. According to the statement of purpose on its
homepage, the SCRC is described as a:
1st Amendment association of people who research law and report our
findings by sharing them with others for the cost of the research and
production of the materials. We are patriotic private common-law researchers & reporters with a deep desire to spread the Truth to those it
has been hidden from and to help others help themselves. WE ARE NOT
A COMMERCIAL BUSINESS AND ARE NOT ENGAGED IN COMMERCE "IN THIS
STATE" OR "IN THE STATE" OF CALIFORNIA, NOR INVOLVED IN INTERSTATE
COMMERCE OR INTRASTATE COMMERCE IN ANY OF THE 50 SEVERAL
STATES OF THE UNION. Our work is educational in nature, is for the

good of "We the People" undertaken with the full protection of the Bill
of Rights, and is not to be confused with the "practice of law" as purveyed by the various Bar organizations. All our available information is
listed here. But what do we really think?
Id.
40. SCRC, Social Security Revocation Procedure (visited July 14, 1996)
<http'//www.caprica.com/-scrc/page2.htm>. The specified methods of payment are included in the text of this paragraph and placed in quotation marks

because the requirement that payment be made in United States currency is
curious in light of other statements made by the SCRC. According to the
SCRC, the only constitutional currency is "hard money in the form of gold or
silver coin." Howard Fisher & Dale Pond, Our American Common Law
(visited July 14, 1996) <http'/www.caprica.com/-scrc/page21.htm>.
The
SCRC goes on to describe the Federal Reserve, which issues our present apparently unconstitutional paper currency (Federal Reserve notes), as "private
credit monopolies" which "were deceitfully and disloyally foisted upon this
country by bankers who came here from Europe and who repaid us for our
hospitality by undermining our American institutions." Scott Eric Rosensteil,
The Federal Reserve, a Private Corporation, (visited July 14, 1996)
<http//www.caprica.com/-scrcl page20.htm>. The alleged unconstitutionality
of our present monetary system is one of the central grievances expressed in
the petition. See generally infra Appendix A.
41. SCRC, Right to Travel Conveyance Identification Plates (visited July

14, 1996) <http: //www.caprica.com/-scrc/page93.htm>.
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who, for a fee of $1,500, taught the founders the common law.4
These "miracle cures," whether offered on the Internet or through
what amount to "traveling medicine shows," are aimed directly at
the "desperate, frustrated and often well meaning" individuals referred to above. They seem to be saying that "people who say
there are no easy answers just aren't looking hard enough.'
The membership of Our One Supreme Court undoubtedly includes some "wackos and kooks." But it is more likely composed
primarily of ordinary people seeking, for good reasons and bad, redress of grievances both real and imagined. The membership of
the Michigan People's Assembly and Grand Jury is probably very
similar to that of Our One Supreme Court.
B. ProbableOriginsand Extent of the Movement
Our One Supreme Court was formed sometime in March,
1995." Nationally, most sources trace the origins of the common
law courts movement to the Posse Comitatus.' The Posse Comitatus has been described as "a radical anti-federal-government
movement founded in Oregon in 1969 and popular in the rural
Midwest during the eighties' farm crisis."' Prevalent among the
Posse Comitatus beliefs was the view "that the township was the
highest form of American government and that Common Law
reigns supreme over the nation's 200-year codification of state and
federal case law." The Posse Comitatus also believed that "the
Federal Reserve is in the pockets of a cabal of Jewish international
bankers and that all constitutional amendments other than the
first 10 - the ones written by and for white Christians - are suspect.""
By the mid-eighties, however, the Posse Comitatus was hobbled by the arrests of many of its leaders and the deaths of other
members resulting from armed confrontations with law enforce-

42. Braun, supra note 14, at Al.
43. Susan Ladd & Stan Swofford, Discontent Feeds Movement, Observers
Say, NEWS & REC., June 27, 1995, at Al [hereinafter Discontent Feeds Movement]. Chip Berlet, of Political Research Associates, echoes this analysis. See
id. In respect to the common law courts movement, Berlet concludes, "These
people are not lunatics and they are not stupid. What they are is so stressed
out for so long that the only explanation that makes sense to them any more
is to look for the simple solution that a scapegoat provides." Id. The scapegoat in this case is the government.
44. Braun, supra note 14, at Al.
45. Glastris, supra note 18, at 23.
46. Id.
47. Braun, supra note 14, at Al.
48. Glastris, supra note 18, at 23. Similar beliefs regarding the Federal

Reserve are expressed by the SCRC. See Rosensteil, supra note 40 (giving a
discussion on the Federal Reserve system.)
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ment agencies.' Although the Posse Comitatus itself is no longer a
significant force, the basic tenets of the "Christian Common Law,"
in which they believed, live on in the common law courts movement.Wo These beliefs are "[iun large part... what these courts are
still about today." 1
In Ohio, common law court activity is present in anywhere
from forty-one' to sixty of the state's eighty-eight counties.
There is no estimate of the total number of individuals active in
these courts, but between 350 and 1,000 persons were active in
Our One Supreme Court in 1995." Nationally, common law court
activity is reportedly present in anywhere from twelve' to forty'
states. An unidentified movement "leader" claimed a presence in
thirty states with up to 100 courts. 7
C. The Process and the Law of the Movement
1.

Process

The following description of the opening of a session of Our
One Supreme Court is typical of other common law courts.
The jury of 15 men and women raised their right hands, swearing
an oath on the Constitution as a video camera recorded the proceedings in a former car dealership turned bingo hall.
49. Glastris, supra note 18, at 23.
50. Braun, supra note 14, at Al.
51 Id. Levitas is identified as the former director of the Center for Demo-

cratic Renewal and was reportedly working on a book about the Posse Comitatus.
52. Common Law Movement Called Threat, supra note 11, at B2.
53. Brown, supra note 36 at Al. The police were cited as the source of this
number. Id.
54. Common Law Movement Called Threat, supra note 11, at B2. The Dayton Daily News reported that the Columbus Police Department believes the
court to have a membership of "about 350" individuals. Id. The second figure
is an assumption based on the reported number of individuals (1,000) seeking

its services between the common law courts establishment in March 1995 and
the date of the article in the Cleveland Plain Dealer. Brown, supra note 36 at

Al.
55. 20/20, supra note 15. See also All Things Considered: Common Law
Court Movement Worries Law Enforcement (National Public Radio broadcast,
Jan. 12, 1996) (reporting common law courts activity in at least 12 states).
56. Janofsky, supra note 9, at Al. The source of this estimate is the South-

ern Poverty Law Center. Id.
57. Braun, supra note 14, at Al Possibly included in this number is 'The
Common Law Court of the United States of America." Id. Although this court
does not seem to be a common law court in the same sense as Our One Su-

preme Court, its stated goal is "[t]o re-establish the common law jurisdic-

tions." The Common Law Court of the United States of America, (visited July

16, 1996) <http'/www.nidlink.com/-bobhard/commnlaw.html>.

They also

claim to have become signatories to the "[ilnternational treaty on the service
of civil documents to member states." Id.
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Attorneys were not welcome in the makeshift courtroom on the east
side of Columbus, as about a half-dozen people from around Ohio
presented their "legal" requests.
The volunteer jury did more than just take testimony. It also questioned witnesses, passed judgment and could have set sentences, if
necessary. No judge ever issues rulings in this courtroom, and the
jury's verdict is final; there is no appeal to another authority or
court.'

All common law courts have at their center a jury made up of
movement believers. There does not seem to be, however, a requirement that the jury consist of a minimum or maximum number of jurors. Our One Supreme Court had fifteen jurors at the
session described above and twelve" at another, while the Iowa

Common Law Court had twelve jurors serving at one of its sessions.' The Michigan People's Assembly and Grand Jury, while
not a "court" in the sense the others are, has 115 listed jurors or
6
"jurats."
Our One Supreme Court's jurors swear an oath to the
Constitution, with some concluding not with the traditional "so
help me God" but with "so help me Yahweh.' The determination
made by the common law. jury is final; there is no appeal to a
higher court because the common law court, Our One Supreme
Court, is the supreme court.' The petition's caption states that
Our One Supreme Court for the "Country of Michigan" is the
"Common Law Venue" having "Original and Exclusive Jurisdic58. Brown, supra note 36, at Al. While Our One Supreme Court meets in
a bingo hall, other common law courts meet in such places as hotel banquet
rooms. All Things Considered,supra note 55.
59. Braun, supra note 14, at Al.

60. Brown, supra note 36, at Al; All Things Considered,supra note 55.
61. Presumably, this is a variation of "jurata." "Jurata" means "[i]n old
English law, a jury of twelve men sworn. Especially a jury of the common law
... "

BLACK'S LAw DICTIONARY 852 (6th ed. 1990). The Michigan People's

Assembly and Grand Jury is larger possibly because it was not convened to
"resolve" disputes but to indict, in the form of this petition, the legal and political systems.
62. Brown, supra note 36, at Al. "Yahweh" is an Old Testament Hebraic
reference to God favored by, among others, members of the Posse Comitatus.
63 Id. The judgments rendered, however, are fantasy judgments and
without force outside of the hall rented for the occasion by the "court." To enforce its judgments, Our One Supreme Court plans to first seek the assistance
of the county sheriff, then the U.S. Marshal Service, followed by the National
Guard, and finally the local citizen militia. Id. Other movement believers
have resorted to threats of violence against government officials and the filing
of bogus liens. See, e.g., Martha A. Bethel, Terror in Montana, N.Y. TIMES,
July 20, 1995, at A23; Bruce Schultz, "Patriots' Use Lien Tactic as Weapon,
SUNDAY ADvoc., June 18, 1995, at B5. With respect to criminal offenses, the
common law courts promise swift and severe judgments. "In common law,
murder, robbery, rape, we would like to see that person get the severest penalty possible, and that's death, and it should be done the next day." 20/20,
supra note 15.
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tion;" in other words, it is the supreme court in Michigan.
Absent from these sessions are three fixtures of normal courts
of law: attorneys, judges, and defendants. According to one member of Our One Supreme Court, "A lawyer or judge is not allowed
in our court in his official capacity."' Lawyers are, in fact, reviled
in the Patriot Movement, the umbrella movement of which Our
One Supreme Court is a part.' Another "patriot" is quoted as
saying, "Lawyers are what is destroying the country. They are not
taught the truth or the Bible. They are taught to lie and play
games in court."' An investigator from the Southern Poverty Law
Center further explains this hatred as follows: "[t]hey perceive
lawyers as one of the tools used by the tyrannical government to
oppress them ....And lawyers are the ones who get criminals off,
who represent the banks in foreclosures, and who go to work in
legislatures to draft the statutes that take away their guns."'
Lawyers, along with judges, are part of what makes our current
judicial system "just no good." At the Iowa Common Law Court,
defendants are always invited but never show up." Without the
benefit of counsel or the protection of a neutral judge, it is not surprising that the common law plaintiff always stands unopposed before the common law jury. Predictably, the plaintiff always prevails; they are never "burned" by this court.
Much of Our One Supreme Court's docket is taken up with
"motions to quiet title.""0 A motion to quiet title is a common law
"right of passage."" In the common law courts movement, this
process ends the believer's "14th Amendment slavery" and transforms the believer into a "sovereign citizen" answerable to no one
outside of the common law courts." This desire to change the relationship between the believer and the governmental authority is,
along with cynical self-interest, the driving force behind both the
common law advocated in the movement and the petition authored
by the Michigan People's Assembly and Grand Jury.
2. Law
It is difficult to discuss the law of the common law courts
64. 20/20, supra note 15.
65. Some "patriots" even believe that the Constitution originally included a
13th amendment outlawing lawyers as a class. Braun, supra note 14, at Al.
66. Mike France, PatriotMovement Has Lawyers in Its Sights, NAT'L L.J.,
May 8, 1995, at 1.
67. Id.
68. Cordes, supra note 15, at B1.
69. All Things Considered, supra note 55; Braun, supra note 14, at Al.
70. Braun, supra note 14, at Al. An "action to quiet title" is normally used

in connection with real property where ownership is disputed. See BLACK'S
LAw DICTIONARY 31 (6th ed. 1990) (defining action to quiet title).
7L 20/20, supra note 15.
72. Braun, supra note 14, at Al.
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movement because it is superficially similar to what most Americans recognize as law. The common law courts reference recognizable documents and doctrines, quote cases decided by conventional
courts, and sound very legitimate. This usage of standard elements and the court's outward appearances give the movement a
deceptive patina of normalcy. Discussing the common law courts
law is even more difficult because the beliefs prevalent in the
movement do not coincide to form a coherent doctrine.
The common law courts law is a combination of fear, justified
and unjustified, and self-interest, proper and improper, incorporating snippets of American political thought, history, and conventional law. Together, these elements make for a confusing body of
beliefs that defies comprehensive explication. This mass of beliefs
is best likened to a knotted fish net, consisting of tangles and
holes, apparently of little use but still a hazard to the unwary. The
only practical approach to understanding the common law courts

law is to grab a promising looking "string" and pull.
The most promising looking string consists of the statements
regarding the movement's collective idea of individual autonomy,
and the discussion below follows this string. In addition to discussing the issue of individual autonomy, the next section also illustrates the penchant for selective literal interpretation of documents in the common law courts movement." It almost goes
without saying that common law sources are critical to this discussion.74

a. Basic Beliefs
It is easiest to understand the common law espoused by
movement believers if you first know the politico-legal "pecking
order" in their world. Although it is not a movement document per
se, 75 a pamphlet, entitled Citizens Rule Book, provides a clear
73. See, e.g., Glastris, supra note 18, at 23.
74. Because of the great volume of quoted material from common law
sources in this subsection, it is useful to restate the policy expressed in an
earlier note. All quotations from the petition and other sources will reflect the
emphasis (underlining, for example) placed on the text in the original and the
original capitalization, punctuation, grammar, etc. Also, authorities cited in
the petition will be identified in the same manner in this article as they are in
the original, except where more formal identification may be required. A copy
of the petition is included as Appendix A. See infra Appendix A.
75. CITIZENs RULE BOOK at 3. This pamphlet promotes the concept of "jury
nullification." The pamphlet lays out a common law-style analysis of the Constitution and history in support of the nullification of unconstitutional laws
and official acts by jurors. See id. It is, however, not a movement document
per se because a common law courts movement believer does not recognize the
legitimacy of the legal status quo. Therefore, a movement believer would not
serve on a conventional jury in a conventional court. It may be best to characterize this presentation of common law theories as an "out reach" project of
sorts. Id. at 1.
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statement of the basic common law hierarchy.
To be a good master you must always remember the true "pecking
order" or chain of command in this nation:
1. GOD created man...
2. Man (that's you) created the Constitution...
3. Constitution created government...
4. Government created corporations...
etc.
The base of power was to remain in WE THE PEOPLE but unfortunately, it was lost to those leaders acting in the name of government, such as politicians, bureaucrats, judges, lawyers, etc. 7
Therefore, while man is subordinate to God, all else is subordinate to man.
Keeping this hierarchy in mind, the petition cites as its
"FIRST AUTHORITY AND BASIS" the Declaration of Independence. 7 It quotes the statement that all men "are endowed by their
Creator with certain unalienable rights; that among these are life,
liberty, and the pursuit of happiness."78 This statement, analyzed
with the selective literalism prevalent among believers, together
with the hierarchy quoted above provide a springboard for the basic understanding of the beliefs underlying the common law courts
movement.
The Declaration of Independence identifies individuals as
possessing God-given original rights.7" It explicitly identifies three
rights - life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness - and, more im-

portantly, the identified rights are preceded by the qualifying
phrase "among these are.' ° Clearly, this list is not exhaustive, nor
was it likely intended to be. Consequently, common law courts
movement believers see individuals as possessing an unlimited
and undefined catalog of precedential "natural rights" and cite the
Declaration of Independence as authority for this claim.
Following this approach, the Citizens Rule Book supplements
the three listed natural rights with "FREEDOM of RELIGION,

76. CITIzENS RULE BOOK at 3. The Citizens Rule Book is described on the

cover as a "jury handbook," but it is not identified as being the product of any
person or organization. It does, however, direct those desiring more copies to
Whitten Printers, 1001 S. 5th St., Phoenix, AZ 85004.
77. Petition, supra note 1, at 4.
78. THE DECLARATION OF INDEPENDENCE para. 2 (U.S. 1776).

79. Id.
80. Id.
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SPEECH, LEARNING, TRAVEL, SELF-DEFENSE, ETC.""
Again, the list of "natural rights" is qualified by "etc.," making it
clear that this list is, likewise, not exhaustive. The Citizens Rule
Book continues, "Hence laws and statutes which violate
NATURAL RIGHTS, though they have the color of law, are not
law but impostors! The U.S. Constitution was written to protect
these NATURAL RIGHTS from being tampered with by legislators."' Therefore, in the common law courts movement, the individual is endowed with complete autonomy of action, subject only
to the commands of God."
The Citizens Rule Book states that the framers wrote the
Constitution of the United States to protect "natural" or common
law rights." The petition claims the Constitution and the Bill of
Rights" as its "SECOND AUTHORITY AND BASIS."7 Both are
specifically identified as being in their "organic" forms.' In the
common law courts movement, the organic Constitution and Bill of
Rights guarantee the absolute autonomy of the individual vis-&-vis
the government.
The organic Constitution itself is viewed as "[t]he Constitution for the States.' To common law courts movement believers,
the rationale for and operation of the document is as follows:
The individual states made a pact between themselves where the
states remained sovereign but a certain minimal government was
created as a sort of referee to handle nasty inter-country problems
as well as those pesky "stomping on your neighbors feet" squabbles.

Note: The states RETAINED their sovereignty except in specific
LIMITED jurisdictions.'o

81. CITIZENS RULE BOOK at 10.

82. Id.
83. Id. at 8. The Citizens Rule Book includes the Ten Commandments.
The petition references the violation of "God's Laws." Petition, supra note 1,
at 21. Presumably, the authors are referring to the Ten Commandments.
84. CITIZENS RULE BOOK at 10.
85. U.S. CONST. art. I-VII.
86. U.S. CONST. amend. I-X
87. Petition, supra note 1, at 4.
88. Only the first 10 amendments to the Constitution form the common law
Bill of Rights. CITIZENS RULE BOOK at 25. The subsequent 16 amendments
are considered, at a minimum, suspect if not totally illegitimate. The Citizens
Rule Book explains this exclusion as follows: "there is a great deal of suspicion
as to the nature of these amendments (common law v. equity), also whether
these last 16 amendments are legal, how many were ratified correctly, do they
create a federal constitution in opposition to the original, etc." Id
89. Paul Campbell, The Steps to Sovereignty, (visited July 16, 1996)
<http"/newciv.org/worldtrans/sov/stepssovereign.txt>.
90. Id.
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Consequently, the federal government is merely a creature of
the "states united." It is remote from and powerless over the citizens of the individual states.
The organic Bill of Rights in the common law courts movement takes this hierarchy one step further by enshrining the concept of individual autonomy from the federal government and the
state governments. To believers, the organic Bill of Rights has
only:
to do with matters that the Governments, both of the United States
and of the State ....

and its agents and agencies, have no authority

over at all to enact statutes, or to issue rules and regulations,
binding on the individual, dealing with such Rights as are included
in the Bill of Rights. It should be emphasized that the Ninth
Amendment includes all of the Common Law Rights which are not
listed, or enumerated, anywhere else. In other words, the Bill of
Rights are prohibitions against government at any level over the
individual!
Therefore, the individual remains autonomous under both the
organic Constitution and the organic Bill of Rights. Like the
states, the individual is sovereign. The individual's sovereignty,
however, is absolute where the state's sovereignty vis-&z-vis the
federal government is not absolute.'
Individual sovereignty, therefore, is the central belief underlying the common law courts movement. It is usually expressed as
"sovereign citizenship" and, as with most movement beliefs, it is
best to allow movement sources to provide the definition.
A "Sovereign" is [a] state Citizen of the California Republic, or a

state Citizen of another one of the several 50 common-law states of
the Union. A Sovereign is not a Federal citizen or U.S. citizen,
however, because of state Citizenship, a Sovereign is a Citizen of
the united
the two.

States of America. There is a legal difference between

A Sovereign has revoked power of attorney from any government
agency they may have unknowingly contracted with in their life-

91. Fisher & Pond, supra note 40. This document can also be found at the
website <http'/www.flaslhnet/-robertk/comlaw.htm>.
92. This, of course, begs the question of the individual state's sovereignty.
Although the common law courts movement believes the individual or
"compact" states to be sovereign entities, the movement sees them as sovereign but leaves them without power. The individual, after all, is absolutely
autonomous. A key aspect of the believers' system of government is the
"[prohibition] of government at any level over the individual." The movement
believers' focus on minimizing the role of the federal government seems to
have distracted them from focusing on the question of federal versus state
sovereignty.
93. See Janofsky, supra note 9, at Al (discussing the significance of the usage of the lower case "u"in "united States of America").
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time.
A Sovereign is a Citizen that has revoked and surrendered their
Social Security Number. They have also sworn an oath to protect
and defend the people and Constitution of the California Republic
(1849) or their own common-law state, against all enemies, foreign
and domestic.
A sovereign is "Sui Juris" which is defined in Black's Law Dictionary as: "Of his own right; possessing full social and civil rights; not
under any legal disability, or the power of another, or guardianship.
Having the capacity to manage one's own affairs; not under legal
disability to act for one's self."
A Sovereign adheres to the Common Law. What it really means is,
as long as one is responsible for their actions and maintains the Sui
Juris status, one can do whatever one pleases as long as two conditions are met:
1) Do not infringe on the Rights of others, or damage their property
or person, and
2) Keep all agreements entered into knowingly, willingly, and voluntarily.9
Sovereign citizens are only governed by the common law unless they consent to other rules "knowingly, willingly, and voluntarily." The "other rules" in this context are the federal, state, and
local laws that we live under in the American legal and political
systems.
Sovereign citizens see consent, or more appropriately,
"submission" to unnatural authority around every corner. An individual's possession of a social security number, for example, constitutes submission by that individual to the power of the federal
government, an entity that otherwise has no power over "a state
Citizen of... one of the several 50 common-law states of the Union." 9 Likewise, having a state-issued driver's license and license
plates constitute submission to the power of the government of the
issuing state." The individual under the common law is endowed
by God with the natural right to travel and, therefore, does not
need a license or license plates to do so.' Furthermore, the states
do not have the "police powers" that they claim as authority for
such licensing.'
94. SCRC, What is a Sovereign Citizen? (visited July 16, 1996)
<http'//www.caprica.com /-scrc/page94.htm>.
95. Id.
96. See SCRC, Right to Travel Conveyance Identification Plates,supra note
41 and accompanying text for a discussion of the right to travel.
97. SCRC, Right to Travel Conveyance IdentifcationPlates, supra note 41.
98. The petition, in Finding of Fact 12, states, "The Michigan Legislature
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Submission to federal authority is even found in the use of a
ZIP code when mailing a letter. Use of a ZIP code is seen as:
PRIMA FACIA EVIDENCE that you are a subject of Congress and a
"citizen of the District of Columbia,"" who is "resident" in one of the
50 several states.
U.S. "residency" was, along with U.S.
"citizenship," established by the 14th Amendment. The definition of
the words "resident" and "inhabitant" mean the same thing (27 Fed.
Cas.#16,024 US. v. Penelope (1508)). Since nearly all exercise of
jurisdiction by federal government is "Commerce Clause" based, action by the feds may only be taken upon U.S. residents. A resident
is one who opens a store or takes any step preparatory to business.
A resident engages in buying and selling, a commercial activity.
The "step preparatory" was the "birth certificate" (another subject,
for another time).100

In the movement, if an individual renounces their social security number, driver's license and license plates, and stops using
ZIP codes, then the individual has withdrawn consent and
"revoked power of attorney from any government agency they may
have unknowingly contracted with in their lifetime.""' Some believers accomplish this revocation through a motion to quiet title
before a common law jury." Other more piecemeal common law
methods of revoking consent are the procedures available through
the SCRC.m Upon withdrawal of consent and revocation of power
of attorney, however accomplished, the believer is returned to
status quo ante and is again a sovereign citizen subject only to God
and the common law."
passed numerous acts providing for Motor Vehicle licensing, driver licensing,
marriage licensing, alcohol administration and control, etc." and did so in error because "[p]olice power is not now and has never been delegated to the
Michigan legislature in any of the Michigan Constitutions now in existence
.... " Petition, supra note 1 at 21. Again, these statements beg the question
ofjust what the state government can do.
99. To believers, individuals living in the District of Columbia are the only
"citizens" of the United States and the only Americans automatically subject
to the federal government and federal law. See, e.g., Campbell, supra note 89.
100. SCRC, Understandingand Eliminating the "Adhesion Contract" of the
ZIP Code-, (visited July 16, 1996) <http'//www.caprica.com/~scrc/pagel3.
htm>.
10l What is a Sovereign Citizen?, supra note 94.

102. See supra notes 70-72 and accompanying text for a discussion of the
motion to quiet title.

103. See supra notes 39-41 and accompanying text for a discussion of the
SCRC methods of revoking consent.
104. Campbell, supra note 89. Americans enjoyed sovereign citizenship to
the greatest degree in the period between the American Revolution and the
Civil War. Id. Campbell asserts that sovereign citizenship was the state that
individuals were in as a result of the Revolution and cites the following from
Chisholm v. Georgia in support of this assertion: "at the Revolution, the sov-

ereignty devolved on the people; and they are truly the sovereigns of the country, but they are sovereigns without subjects.., with none to govern but
themselves; the citizens of America are equal as fellow citizens, and as joint
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b. The "Common Law"
While sovereign citizenship is difficult to adequately explain,
explaining the common law relied on by the common law courts
movement is nearly impossible. In attempting to explain the
common law, movement sources are critical. By quoting directly
from these sources, the explanations are not filtered or interpreted
unduly by a non-believer." What follows are lightly annotated excerpts from Our American Common Law."°

The reported motiva-

tions of common law courts movement believers, the descriptions
of how the common law courts work, and the basic belief in absolute individual autonomy are reflected in Our American Common
Law.

Common Law is a real thing. It is a real system of laws derived
from centuries of work, study and sacrifice of millions of people. It
is not trivial and inconsequential as some would have you think.

Common Law was designed through the centuries to secure the
rights of individuals (you and me) to property and to make it difficult for property to be taken away from us by a government or governmental structure (bureaucracy) without due process of law. The
Common Law was expounded over the years in hundreds of thousands of case decisions as a result of trials in which the Common
Law jury acted as the Judges, and in which they exercised the
authority to hear and decide questions of both Law and fact.

The Judge in a Court of Common Law is an impartial referee of the
dispute .... It is the Jury who decides whether or not the Facts of
the case are valid and they also decide the Law .... Only judges

acting under equity law can decide law.'o7

tenants in the sovereignty." Id. (citing Chisholm v. Georgia, 7 Dall 419, 454
(1793)).
After the Civil War, sovereign citizenship was progressively eroded by an unlawful "de facto government" through such devices as the 14th Amendment.
Therefore, becoming a sovereign citizen, however it is accomplished, marks
the return of the individual to their natural post-Revolution pre-Civil War
state, hence status quo ante. Campbell, supra note 89.
105. See supra note 74 for a discussion regarding emphasis.
106. Fisher & Pond, supra note 40. The entire document is available online. See note 91 for the website URL.
107. The common law court believers look at equity as follows:
In Equity there are no jury trials. The powers of the Common Law jury
to hear and decide questions of both Law and Fact are exercised exclusively by the Chancellor .... Today this all powerful person is not
called a Chancellor. She/He is called a judge and she/he operates at all
levels of 'courts' throughout Our Land.
Fisher & Pond, supra note 40. Our American Common Law provides the fol-
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The Common Law recognizes the Power of Government lies in the
common people and not in an elite group of power brokers. It is the
terrible Equity,'o Maritime or Admiralty Laws (laws of contract)
that steals this power from the people and centralizes it into the
hands of a few power oriented men. The Common Law deals in real
property whereas the Equity Laws deal in written abstractions of
performance (agreements or contracts). In other words, Masters
own their own property, work and destiny. We are all Masters
when we truly own our own property. Slaves do not own property,
they usually rent property of another and are compelled to perform
upon or with that rented (tenured) property according to some
agreement or contract.

TE COMMON LAW OF THE STATES OF THE UNITED STATES IS THE
COMMON LAW OF ENGLAND ADOPTED BY TE ORIGINAL'09 CONSTITUTION
OF TE UNITED STATES....

[T]he Common Law of the States may not be modified, limited nor
abrogated either by an act of the legislature (Congress or State
Legislature) or by a ruling of some judge or by any county board of
commissioners or any other servant to the people. Federal and
state bureaucracies are constantly writing and presenting code,
lowing example of Equity in action: "This is the so-called 'law' we see applied
by 'Judge' Wapner in the well known fake TV court program." Id.
108. "Equity is a jurisdiction in which the individual does not have any
Rights, and one to which the individual can be subjected only if he volunteers
or gives his informed consent." Fisher & Pond, supra note 40. The requirement that consent be "informed" is a qualifier consistent with the notion of
sovereign citizenship discussed earlier. It allows an individual to opt out of
any situation where they are not getting what they expected or believe they
deserve (i.e., when they know they will lose on the merits). Equity is further
described in OurAmerican Common Law as:
That evil and alien jurisdiction... [that] allows judges to enforce the
unlawful summonses of IRS agents, Highway Patrol Officers, city policemen, building inspectors, OSHA agents, FDA agents, and the agents
of all other equally unlawful regulatory bodies of so-called government,
who attempt to impose a jurisdiction in which the Rights of freeborn,
Sovereign American individuals are unrecognized and violated.
Id.
Our American Common Law provides a simple method to determine if the
court you are in is an "evil and alien" Equity court: OYOU MNOW You ARE IN AN
EQUITY/ADMIRALTY COURT WHEN AN AMERICAN FLAG IS DISPLAYED THAT HAS
A GOLD TRIM. THE GOLD TRIM DENOTES MILITARY JURISDICTION AND NOT

COMMON LAW OR CONSTmrTONAL JURISDICTION. WHEREVER THS FLAG IS
FLOWN THE CONSTTUIONiS NOT." Id.

109. Believers distinguish between the amended Constitution we live under
today and the document in its original or "organic" form. See supra notes 8990 and accompanying text for a discussion of the organic versus the amended
constitution.
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rules or statutes in an attempt to circumvent the original Common
Law foundation of Our Constitution. A major part of the problem
that we are in is a result of these unlawful attempts by legislatures,
judges and bureaucracies to modify or abrogate Common Law and
thus Our Constitution.
[After the American Revolution] All Rights of property in land in the
United States became ALLODIAL TITLES in Allodial Freehold,
existing under no lord or overlord whatsoever, including the
authority of the Colony or State.1n

As a result of all this, the Common Law of the States is founded and
grounded upon substantive titles in real property. No mere legislative enactment by Congress or State Legislature nor judicial ruling
by Federal or State courts can operate to deprive People of their
Rights at Law. This includes their Rights inherent in their Allodial
Land Titles and to be Merchants and/or Traders at Law on the cash
basis,' and their Rights to access to Courts of Law and to a jurisdiction where their Rights are protected.

Under the Common Law (our Constitution), no bureaucrat can dictate what happens to Our Liberty or Our Property. The only entity
that can determine punishment (pass sentence) upon a freeborn,
Sovereign American individual is a lawfully constituted Common
Law Jury.

Compelling a free born, Sovereign American individual to do anything, except upon the verdict of a Common Law Jury, constitutes
an enforcement of the alien and evil Roman Civil Law and is in fact
fascist totalitarianism.

In Common Law Courts our Rights are protected. The Rules and
Procedures of the Common Law Courts were established to protect
our Property Rights-to make it difficult for Property to be taken
from someone without Due Process of Law. The Rights to require

110. "Allodial" means "free from the tenurial rights of a feudal overlord."
The definition of "allodium" may better express the meaning as it is used in
this context as it states that the land ("allodium") is "owned absolutely."
AMEIcAN COLLEGE DIcIoNARY 35 (1959).
111. "Cash" means gold or silver coin only. "Gold and silver Coin are the
only Things recognized at Law (within our Constitution) to be real and lawful
money." Fisher & Pond, supra note 40. See supra note 91 for the website
URL.
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That an injured party swear under oath as to damage or injury that
he claims that you caused him; the Right to a CoRPus DELICTI: The
body of the offense: "the essence of the crime." Under the Common
Law, the Courts do not have an AUTOMATIC JURISDICTION. The
Common Law Rules and Procedures specify certain steps, or procedures, which must be done, and certain things which must not be
done-all as protection to the Rights of the Accused. And, as we
have pointed out previously, Rights are inherent in Property, and
Property is inherent in Rights. We have the Right to have our controversy, once the Common Law Court has acquired jurisdiction,
tried before a Common Law Jury of our Peers, wherein the Jury has
the authority to HEAR AND DECIDE questions of both Law and Fact."
c.

A Suggested "Common Law" Library

Paul Campbell, in The Steps to Sovereignty, recommends the
following references for anyone interested in the individual sovereignty advocated in the common law courts movement:
*A Geneva (or Breeches) Bible because "[it doesn't have
all the government biased crap in it like the King James version." As an alternative, he suggests 'The Life of Jesus of
Nazareth, a.k.a. the Jeffersonian Bible" which is, likewise,
"minus the endless Church and government biased taints."
oBlackstone's Commentarieson English Law.
eThe FederalistPapers and The Anti-FederalistPapers.
*Black'sLaw Dictionary("a recent copy").
*Bouvier'sLaw Dictionary("1914 edition or earlier").
*Anderson's UCC and "other copies of legal texts when
you can. West publishing is the master of obfuscation and
ambivalence."
*LegalResearch by Elias
*The Magna Carta.
eThe Constitution.
eYour state's constitution.113
Campbell's list ends with a brief discussion of how to conduct
legal research and the recommendation that the reader also locate
a law library in their area."" According to Campbell, "You'll be

112. Fisher & Pond, supra note 40.
113. Campbell, supra note 89.
114. As a segue between the list of references and legal research tips,
Campbell makes the following digression:
Oh.. while you're at it, buy firearms and gold and silver. Don't sign
any paperwork EVER (when things get nasty, the government will just
take out their list and come after you), but buy both. Gold has the
magic property of not suffering devaluation or collapse of specie currency. Firearms are a "must have" and a "hopefully unnecessary" item.
If you've gotten this far along, and have the wherewithall [sic] to comprehend the non-canned (network "news") version, then these items are
self-explanatory.
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able to recognize the place by the number of hatchet-faced men in
suits cruising around like its feeding time at the
sharp cut grey
1 15
aquarium."

II. THE PEOPLE, FOR MICHIGAN REPUBLIC, EX REL V. STATE OF
MICHIGAN: A SUMMARY
The People, for Michigan Republic, ex rel v. State of Michigan
is a lengthy, dense, and complex document." It expresses all of
the beliefs discussed in the first section of this article and more.
This discussion will not reiterate the previous section, nor will it
detail the specific grievances of the Michigan People's Assembly
and Grand Jury. In lieu of a detailed analysis of the petition is the
following summary. Using excerpts from the petition, this summary covers the elements of the petition and finishes laying the
foundation for the conclusions of this article.1"'
A Title and Statement of Intent
The title and statement of intent make it clear that this petition is grounded in the proprietary common law of the common law
courts movement. The authors state that they have "absolute and
inherent authority" to make the findings of fact and conclusions of
law contained in the petition."8 Although their stated intent is
just to re-establish Michigan's sovereignty vis-?-vis the federal
government, these findings and conclusions in turn reflect movement beliefs about the nature of governmental and individual
sovereignty. The petition's list of grievances and demands, however, are much broader than the first page of the petition indicates.
Petition de Droit
and
Command To Show Cause
Why the Emergency Statutes of the State should not be terminated,
along with the War and Emergency Powers of the United States.
FINDINGS OF FACT, CONCLUSIONS
AND RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE MICHIGAN PEOPLES
ASSEMBLY AND GRAND JURY
Id.
115. Id.
116. The petition is attached to the Article as Appendix A. See infra Appendix A.
117. See supra note 74 for an explanation regarding emphasis.
118. Petition, supra note 1 at 3.
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ACTING UNDER THE LAW OF NECESSITY
The Michigan People's Assembly and Grand Jury hereby gives
"judicial Notice" of their absolute and inherent authority, and basis
for making a Finding of Facts and Conclusion of Law.
It is the intent of the Michigan People's Assembly and Grand Jury
to:
re-establish Michigan as a Sovereign, de jure State of the Freely
Associated Compact States for the United States of America
(entering the Union on the same footing as the original 13
States), as set forth within the Constitution of 1787 and the Preamble of the Enabling Act for the State of Michigan in 1837."0
B. Authorities and Bases
In the eyes of the common law believers who authored the
petition, the documents which comprise the authorities and bases
of the petition compel the creation of this petition and the conclusions at which the petitioners arrived. The selection of authorities
illustrates the selective literalism prevalent among believers, the

"God-Man-Constitution-government" hierarchy, and the magical
almost talismanic nature of the words "common law" to the believers.

FIRST AUTHORITY AND BASIS
The Declaration of Independence of July 4, 1776 ....

=

SECOND AUTHORITY AND BASIS
The organic Constitution and the Bill of Rights.2'

AMENDMENT I
Congress shall make no law respecting ... the right of the people
peaceably to assemble, and to petition the Government for redress
of grievances.

AMENDMENT X
119. Id.
120. Id. at 4 (quoting THE

DECLARATION OF INDEPENDENCE para.

2 (U.S.

1776)).

121. Also cited is the Michigan Constitution (1909), particularly article II,
section 1. According to the petition, this section states, "All political power is
inherent in the people. Government is instituted for their equal benefit, security and protection." The 1909 version is used presumably because it predates the amendment of § 5(b) of the Trading with the Enemy Act on March 9,
1933. The petition claims that the amended section conferred upon our state
and federal governments unconstitutional powers. Petition, supra note 1, at
4.
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The powers not delegated to the United States by the Constitution,
nor prohibited by it to the States, are reserved to the States respectively, or to the people.'
THIRD AUTHORITY AND BASIS
The Kentucky Resolution which states:
"Resolved that the several States composing the United States of
America are not united on the principles of unlimited submission to
their general government; but that by Compact under the style and
title of a Constitution for the United States... they constituted a
general government for special purposes, delegated to that government certain definite powers, reserving to each State to itself the
residuary mass of right to their own self-government.... "'
FOURTH AUTHORITY AND BASIS
Complaint filed and served upon President Bill Clinton, and Janet
Reno, and published in the Washington Times.'
COMPLAINT
People in and for the United States of America ex rel., hereby declare that there has been a gross usurpation of Our National Constitution and Bill of Rights, under pretense of a continuing crisis of
War and Emergency conditions that have existed since the Civil
War and continues to exist in times of peace to the present time.
Senate report 93-549 says, "Since March 9, 1933, the United States
has been in a declared state of National Emergency." Title 12
U.S.C. 95(b) says that every order issued by the President since
March 4, 1933, or any order issued in the future is automatically
approved and confirmed. These powers being conferred under the
Authority of the Act of October 6, 1917, as amended March 9, 1933
are strictly a War Power. (See Stoehr v. Wallace)
The vast range of powers, taken together, confers enough authority
to rule the country without reference to normal constitutional process.
Wherefore, the People in and for the United States of America,
hereby demand that the President (Bill Clinton) and the Attorney
General (Janet Reno), show cause within 60 days, why these unlawful powers being perpetrated against the American People should
not be terminated, and if they fail to show cause, then Our court
with Original Jurisdiction is to issue a Declaratory Judgment in favor of the American People, and any and all further remedy it finds
proper, against the above named defendant(s).

122. Petition, supra note 1, at 4 (quoting U.S. CONSTITUTION amend. I, X).
123. Petition, supra note 1, at 4.
124. Id. The text of the complaint provides what amounts to a pricis of the
petition itself.
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Dated this 28 day of March 1995.m
FIFTH AUTHORITY AND BASIS
The Ordinance of July 13, 1787, ordained by the United States in
Congress Assembled. . ..
C. Testimony and Exhibits
The Michigan People's Assembly and Grand Jury having convened
on December 16th and 17'b, 1995, at Lansing, Michigan, and having
heard testimony from Dr. Eugene Schroder," Senator Charles
Dukeo and Kevin Tebedo,n and having made an examination of
United State's Government's and Michigan's own certified documents, as evidenced by Exhibits "1"through "3" and "A"through "E2" finds as follows.'
The exhibits were listed in the affidavit attached to the petition and are purportedly in the hands of the "special appointed
Clerk of the Court... for safe-keeping, but open to the public for
review."" They are as follows:
1.

War and Emergency Powers Special Report.'

125. Id. at 4-5.
126. Id. at 5. The "Ordinance of July 13, 1787," also known as the Northwest Ordinance, set down the criteria for the expansion of the United States
into the Northwest Territory. The territory eventually became the states of
Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, Michigan, Wisconsin, and part of Minnesota. Highlighted in the portion excerpted in the petition are several requirements for
new states. The most significant of these requirements, for the petition and
this article, are the requirements that the common law shall apply in the
courts and that the governments will be republican in form.
127. Dr. Eugene Schroder is a "Colorado farmer, veterinarian, political philosopher and activist" and the author of Constitution: Fact or Fiction. His
book is described on a website promoting it as "[tihe Story of our Nation's Descent from a Constitutional Republic through a Constitutional Dictatorship to
an Unconstitutional Dictatorship" and is listed as an exhibit in the affidavit
attached to the petition. He is a proponent of the War Powers theory of government illegitimacy on which the petition is based. Eugene Schroder, Constitution: Fact or Fiction, (visited July 16, 1996) <http//www.afcomm.com/fact_
fiction/factfict.html>.
128. Senator Charles Duke is a Colorado state senator and states' rights activist. See Dirk Johnson, Mild-ManneredEngineerFans Firesof a Movement,
N.Y. TIMES, July 6, 1995, at B9.
129. Kevin Tebedo is the head of "Colorado for Family Values" and was involved in the effort to pass an anti-gay rights ballot initiative in Colorado
(Amendment 2). David Tuller, Gays Win Some, Lose Some / More Homosexuals Elected, but Colorado Restricts Rights Laws, S.F. CHRON., Nov. 5, 1992, at
A12.
130. Petition, supra note 1, at 5.
13L Id. at 2.
132. The authors of the petition borrowed heavily from this document. The
entire report is available at <http:J/www.nidlink.com/-bobhard/reportwp.
html>. Eugene Schroder, is listed as one of the authors of this report, and,
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Constitution: Fact or Fiction.'

3.

Working Paper 9405."M

A.

Federal Legislative Acts.

B.

Kevin Tebedo Testimony.
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C. Michigan Legislative Acts.
D. Jury List.
E-1. Michigan Constitution.
E-2. Williamsburg Resolve.'

D. "Findingsof Fact"
The petition includes nineteen "Findings of Fact" detailing the
allegedly unconstitutional acts of both the Federal and Michigan
governments since March 9, 1933.187 Finding of Fact 19 is discussed in detail in the next section of this article. The other eighteen are best described by classifying them by the general theme
evident in each individual finding.
Findings of Fact 1 through 3 discuss the Congressional passage of the Trading with the Enemy Act in 1917 (the Act).'8 This
Act, particularly § 5(b), is seen to be the "root of all the evils" detailed in the subsequent Findings of Fact. The unamended § 5(b)
states:
That the President may investigate, regulate, or prohibit, under
like Schroder's book, the report argues the War Powers theory of governmental illegitimacy. See Schroder, supra note 127 for a discussion of Schroder's
book.
13& See Schroder, supra note 127 for a discussion of Dr. Schroder's book,
Constitution:Fact or Fiction.
134. This document is identified as being the product of "Walker F. Todd,
writing for the Federal Reserve Bank of Cleveland." Petition, supra note 1, at
26. It is also available on the web at the following URL: (visited July 16,
1996) <http'//www.alaska.net/-winter/federa- res-paper9405.html>.
135. See supra note 129 for a discussion of Kevin Tebedo.
136. Petition, supra note 1, at 2.
137. Id. at 5-30.
138. The Trading with the Enemy Act was part of a series of laws passed in
response to the First World War before, during, and after the entry of the
United States into the conflict. Among the other laws passed were the Army
Appropriations Act (October 19, 1916), the Selective Service Act (May 18,
1917), the Lever Food Control Act (August 10, 1917), the Overman Act (May
20, 1918), the joint resolution of Congress giving the president power to seize
and operate telephone and telegraph lines (June 16, 1918), and the War Prohibition Act (November 21, 1918). All of these laws greatly expanded the
power of the federal government over the states and the American people.
See A.H. KELLY ET AL., THE AMERICAN CONSTITUTION 448-53 (6th ed. 1983).
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such rules and regulations as he may prescribe, by means of licenses or otherwise, any transactions in foreign exchange, export or
earmarkings of gold or silver coin or bullion or currency, transfers of
credit in any form (other than credits relating solely to transactions
to be executed wholly within the United States) ....
The Act gave the President these powers only over enemy aliens during time of war, hence, the petitioners characterization of
these powers as constitutional war powers.' The petition then
correctly states that "'citizens of the United States and their transactions' were exempted from this Act."''
This exemption was eliminated on March 9, 1933, by Congress in an act retroactively approving President Franklin D. Roosevelt's declaration of a "bank holiday" by a proclamation dated
March 6, 1933.'d The amended § 5(b) read:
During time of war or during any other period of national emergency declared by the President, the President may, through any
agency he may designate, or otherwise, investigate, regulate, or
prohibit, under such rules and regulations as he may prescribe, by
means of licenses or otherwise, any transactions in foreign exchange, transfers of credit between or payments by banking institutions as defined by the President, and export, hoarding, melting,
or earmarking of gold or silver coin or bullion or currency, by any
person within the United States or any place subject to the jurisdiction thereof.. 1
According to the petition, this amendment was "obtained [by
President Roosevelt] without Congress and the Senate knowing
the full intent of the President and the Federal Reserve Board.'"
The intent was to place the American people and their transactions in the same category as the 'enemies'."' Now, not only were
the American people subject to § 5(b), these powers were now also
available to the President in times of peace merely by declaring a
"national emergency;" hence, the subsequent description of these
powers in the petition as unconstitutional War and Emergency
Powers.' 6 On March 9, 1934, the petition notes that "the United
States was not being invaded by a foreign foe nor was the country
in a state of rebellion."" 7 However, there was the Great Depression, the genuine national emergency that the authors view as a
mere pretext for the invocation of unconstitutional war and emer-

139.
140.
141
142.
143.
144
145.
146.
147.

Petition, supra note 1, at 6.
Id. at 5.
Id. at 6.
Id. at 8-9.
Id. at 9.
Id.
Petition, supra note 1, at 9.
Id. at 30.
Id. at 6.
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gency powers by President Roosevelt.
Findings of Fact 4, 5, 6 and 9 cover changes made by President Roosevelt to the monetary system under the amended § 5(b).
The petition focuses particularly on the withdrawal of gold dollars
and the introduction of Federal Reserve notes in their place.' In
the eyes of the movement believers, money was replaced with debt.
Under the movement's common law, the only constitutional money
is gold or silver coins.'" The statements regarding the Federal Reserve in the petition also reflect the hatred and fear of the Federal
Reserve prevalent in the common law courts movement.'W
Findings of Fact 7 and 8, respectively, describe the Agricultural Adjustment and Industrial Recovery Acts enacted in 1933,
based on the power granted under the amended § 5(b). Both
Findings of Fact primarily reflect the movement's beliefs regarding
individual sovereignty. The petition characterizes the Agricultural
Adjustment Act as the nationalization of agriculture by "seizure by
licensing authority" to support the new paper currency."" In
Finding of Fact 6, the necessity for this seizure is explained in that
"[t]he new money or credit became available only after the people
became the chattel. This was needed to back our monetary system. Our debts, our obligations, our homes, our jobs - we then became chattel property for the system.""
Findings of Fact 10, 11, 13, and 18 describe changes made in
the Federal law under President Roosevelt effecting both common
law and sovereignty. Finding of Fact 10 deals with the Federal
Rules of Civil Procedure which, the petition claims, abolished the
common law at both the federal and state levels by merging law
and equity." Finding of Fact 11 discusses the federalization of the
criminal law under the "Compact for the Prevention of Crime With
and Among the Several States" enacted by Congress in 1934. The
result of this compact, according to the petition, was that the
states became "nothing more than Federal regions of the United
States, or a corporation of the United States with special exemptions (tax free status)."'" Finding of Fact 13 asserts that, under
"ErieRailroad vs. Thompkins,"' [sic] the Federal District Courts
"may only uphold administrative decisions of the state.""M The
148. Id. at 10-11.
149. See Fisher & Pond, supra note 40 and accompanying test for a discussion of gold and silver as the only forms of constitutional money.
150. See Rosensteil, supra note 40 and accompanying test for a discussion of
the fear of the Federal Reserve bank.
151. Petition, supra note 1, at 12.
152. Id. at 11.
153. Id. at 17.

154. Id. at 18.

155. The petitioners undoubtedly mean Erie Railroad Co. v. Tompkins, 304
U.S. 64 (1938).
156. Petition, supra note 1, at 21.
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authors came to this conclusion because they read the opinion in
Erie as holding "the law to be applied is the law of the state
(meaning the Executive/Administrative Law of the State)." 157 Finally, Finding of Fact 18 invokes the Kentucky Resolution as
authority for the claim that the federal government may only concern itself with crimes involving treason, counterfeiting, piracy,
and international law, as these are the only areas explicitly delegated to the federal government by the Constitution."
Finding of Fact 12 alleges that the expansion of governmental
authority during the 1930s was not limited to the federal government but took place in Michigan as well. According to the petition,
just as President Roosevelt misused power that was constitutionally limited to times of war, Governors Wilber Brucker and William Comstock exercised what the petitioners characterize as
similar war and emergency powers.'" The petition claims that
Governor Brucker, like President Roosevelt, used the Great Depression as a "pretext" for the invocation of these powers." After
listing fourteen pieces of regulatory legislation enacted in Michigan from 1933 to 1935, the petition declares all such regulations
illegitimate because they were all based on war and police powers
the state did not have."6 ' The petition further states that these
acts have destroyed the sovereignty of the citizens of Michigan. In
particular, it states:
1) Police power' is not now and never has been delegated to the
Michigan legislature in any of the Michigan Constitutions now in
existence, and,
2) It directly violates Article V, Sec. 30 of the Constitution for the
State of Michigan, 1909,.
The War and Emergency Powers Act has given the executive the
power to promote and excuse the immoral behavior, contrary to
God's Laws and the Common Law.
The laws of necessity have rendered the family unit a subdivision of

the state. Children become wards of the state, with parental rights

157.
158.
159.
160.
161

Id.
Id. at 29.
Id. at 19-21.
Id. at 21.
Id.

162. While it makes perfect sense that the meaning of "police power" as the
petitioners use it is the standard one used in this context (the power to legislate for the common good), there is no guarantee that this is the case. The

literalist tendencies evidenced in the movement raise the possibility that the
authors see "police powers," when claimed by a legislature, as an assertion of

law enforcement powers.
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replaced as privileges at the discretion of the state. 10
These statements are consistent with the "God-ManConstitution-government" hierarchy that lies at the base of the
common law courts movement and the believer's view of sovereignty of the individual vis-&-vis the state government.
Finding of Fact 14 links the amended § 5(b) of the Act to the
United States' membership in the United Nations and extends the
authors' beliefs regarding sovereignty to international bodies.1 '
According to the petition, just as the federal government wrongly
infringes upon the sovereignty of the individual states, the United
Nations wrongly infringes on the sovereignty of the nation
states.' 6 The petition states, "The Michigan People's Assembly
and Grand Jury further finds that in order to abolish the United
Nations' authority over the constitutional government of the
United States of America, one must first abolish the War and
Emergency Powers."'"
Findings of Fact 15 through 17 are largely boilerplate. Finding of Fact 15 quotes at length from Senate Report 93-549 regarding the continuing validity of § 5(b) and other declared
"emergencies" as of 1973 when the report was completed. 7 Finding of Fact 16 asserts that § 5(b) of the Trading with the Enemy
Act, as amended, is still in effect today.' Finally, Finding of Fact
17 states that Working Paper 9405'" supports the'War Powers
theory of governmental illegitimacy advocated by Dr. Eugene
Schroder, D.V.M., in his book Constitution:Factor Fiction, the underlying premise of this petition. 70
Finding of Fact 19 focuses completely on the issue of sovereignty as it is possessed by the federal and state governments and
how that governmental sovereignty relates to individual sovereignty. This Finding of Fact is discussed in the third section of
this article.
E. "Conclusions"
The eleven conclusions that end the petition essentially restate the grievances detailed in the preceding nineteen Findings of
Fact.
1) The Michigan people's Assembly and Grand Jury concludes that
163. Petition, supra note 1, at 21.
164. Id. at 22.
165. See infra note 174 for a discussion of the common law courts believers
fear of the United Nations.
166. Petition, supra note 1, at 22.
167. Id. at 22-24.
168. Id. at 26. See supra notes 138-39 and accompanying text for a discussion of the Trading with the Enemy Act.
169. See supra note 134 for a discussion of the Working Paper 9405.
170. Petition, supra note 1, at 26.
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the original Trading with the Enemy Act of October 6, 1917, passed
by Congress during World War I, was valid and constitutional.
Congress was within it's constitutional authority.
2) The Michigan people's Assembly and Grand Jury further concludes that Executive Order 2039, of March 6, 1933 and Executive
Order 2040 of May 9, 1933 are invalid and unconstitutional; and
further all Executive Orders, Proclamations, statutes, judgments,
etc. made thereunder, and made thereafter, are likewise invalid and
unconstitutional, for the following reasons:
a. Pursuant to Stoehr v. Wallace decided Feb. 28, 1921, which
stated:
"The Trading With the Enemy Act, original and as amended, is
strictly a war measure and finds its sanctions in the provision empowering Congress 'to declare War, grant Letters of Marque and
Reprisal, and make Rules concerning Captures on Land and Water
3) The Michigan people's Assembly and Grand Jury concludes that
in his inaugural address of March 4, 1933, President Roosevelt acknowledged that no invasion or rebellion had taken place.
4) The Executive Order 2039 of March 6, 1933 was amended and in
its final form included the American people and their transactions
the same as "enemy" and made them subject to all the War-time
Executive Orders, Rules, Regulations, Licenses etc.
5) The Michigan people's Assembly and Grand Jury not only concludes that there was an Act of "Fraud" perpetrated against the
American people, but also an Act of Treason, under Article II, Section 3 of the United States Constitution.
6) The Michigan people's Assembly and Grand Jury conclusion is
further supported by SenateReport 93-549, which states in part:
A majority of the people of the United States have lived all of their
lives under emergency rule. For 40 years, freedoms and governmental procedures guaranteed by the Constitution have, in varying
degrees, been abridged by laws brought into force by states of national emergency.
7) The Michigan people's Assembly and Grand Jury's conclusions
are further supported by Working Paper 9405 by Walker F. Todd,
writing for the Federal Reserve Bank of Cleveland. Coming
"straight from the horse's mouth"-Todd describes it as a "largescale peacetime intervention, ....
8) The Michigan people's Assembly and Grand Jury makes the conclusion that the overwhelming evidence is: that the War and Emergency Power Act was enacted at a time when the country was at
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peace and was not under threat of invasion and not in a state of rebellion, which is the controlling factor in this case.
9) The Michigan people's Assembly and Grand Jury further concludes that pursuant to the Kentucky Resolution, which spelled out
the criminal jurisdiction of the United States to four specifics, i.e.:
"1.) to punish treason; 2.) counterfeiting the securities and current
coin of the United states; 3.) felonies committed on the high sea,
and; 4.) offenses against the law of nations."
and further; that Congress had no other criminal jurisdiction, other
than what was delegated to them by the Constitution,
and further, The Michigan people's Assembly and Grand Jury concludes that the War and Emergency Power is synonymous with the
Alien and Sedition Acts described in the Kentucky Resolutions of
1798; and further it is a matter of Res judicata. Wheretofore, Executive Order 2039 of March 6, 1933, and Executive Order 2040,
and all statutes, orders, judgments, etc., passed thereunder are all
void and having no authority, whatsoever.
10) In Michigan the "emergency clause" found on most legislation
is a fraudulent usurpation of the people's right.
11) The Michigan people's Assembly and Grand Jury concludes
that since March 9, 1933 the United States of America has been impoverished; during the past 45 years we have slipped from the
wealthiest, most powerful nation on earth, to the world's greatest
debtor nation, in imminent danger of catastrophic economic collapse, and further concludes that the exercise of War and Emergency Powers has impoverished the American and deprived Americans of unalienable rights, and have worked contrary to the safety,
health, liberty and general welfare of the American people.
The Michigan people's Assembly and Grand Jury on behalf of the
people, in and for Michigan Republic, hereby Command the defendants to Show Cause why the Emergency Statutes passed within
this state should not be terminated, along with the War and Emergency Powers of the United States. If the defendants should fail in
any way to Show Cause, then this Finding of Fact and Conclusions
by Our Court of First and Last Resort shall become a Superseding
Judgment, and upon failure of the public to properly protest said
judgment, it shall become, Case Res judicata.
The Court is instructed to issue all necessary documents.
I / we the Jurats of the Michigan People's Assembly and Grand Jury
hereby attest and acknowledge that the above Finding of Facts and
Conclusions are true, correct, certain, reliant and necessary to the
well-being of the people of our Michigan Republic.
Our Finding of Facts and Conclusions of Law by our Michigan Peo-
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pie's Assembly and Grand Jury is not reviewable by any other Court
of the United States than in accordance to the rules of Common
Law, per the seventh amendment to our National Constitution, nor
States as per
subject to trespass by the judicial power of the United 171
the eleventh amendment to our National Constitution.
So agreed to and done this 16th day of December, 1995.'

Attached as Appendix B is another petition expressing similar
grievances to those in the Michigan petition and likewise demanding their redress.'78 This petition, a product of the "Constitution
Society," is more restrained, policy-oriented, and orderly. It is a
very different document in tone, focus, and presentation. The
Michigan petition, while reflecting similar beliefs, is a very emotional, fear-driven document and is obvious in its estrangement
from the American status quo. While most of the beliefs expressed
in the Constitution Society petition can be categorized as extreme,
the petition on the whole falls within the rather wide bounds of
contemporary political discourse.
III. FINDING OF FACT 19 AND JUSTICIABILITY: WHY THE ONLY
GOOD ARGUMENT IS MOOT
A

Findingof Fact 19

The Michigan People's Assembly and Grand Jury finds that out of
the Republican Governors Conference of 1994, there came THE
WILLIAMSBURG RESOLVE, which document contains serious errors, as follows:
Page 1, paragraph 5 reads:
Chief among these checks were to be the State governments whose
co-equal role was expressly acknowledged in the Tenth Amendment
to the Constitution, and whose sweeping jurisdiction and popular
171. It is interesting that the authors invoke the protection of the Eleventh
Amendment. While they claim in the praecipe to be "the 'state' in fact" and at
least theoretically protected by the Eleventh Amendment against interference
by the federal government, their invocation of this amendment is inconsistent.
The petition references the "organic" Constitution and Bill of Rights. As is
explained in note 88, only the first 10 amendments to the Constitution are
generally recognized in the common law courts movement as being legitimate.
These 10 constitute the "organic" or original Bill of Rights. The movement
believes that the other 16, including the Eleventh Amendment, are illegitimate and without force or consequence. It is, therefore, odd that they should
invoke it. See supra note 88 for a discussion of the illegitimacy of the last 16
amendments.
172. Petition, supra note 1, at 30-32.
173. The Constitution Society petition at Appendix B can also be found on
the web. Grievances and Demands for Redress (visited July 16, 1996)
<http'//www.constitution.org/grievred.htm>.
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support were presumed sufficient to resist Federal encroachment.
The Federal government, by contrast, was given certain expressly
enumeratedpowers and denied all others. From this balanced federal-state relationship, predicated on dual-sovereignty, there was to
come a healthy tension that would serve as a bulwark against any
concentration of power that threatened the freedoms of the people.
The Governors are guilty of the same error which the federal government stands accused. State government does not have sweeping
jurisdiction. State government is also bound by a constitution
which delegates certain expressly enumerated and limited authorities and denies all others. Their is no dual-sovereignty. State government is sovereign only to other State governments and the federal government. Federal government is sovereign only to other
national governments, which sovereignty it has ceded, without the
authority to do so, to the United Nations. 74 The only true Sovereigns are the people.
Page 2, paragraph 1 says:
The people of the States seek to regain control of their own destiny,
and they have entrusted State leaders with the responsibility for
achieving this fundamental reform in our governmental system. We
are pledged to fulfill this promise by restoring to the States and the
people the prerogatives and freedoms guaranteed to them under the
Constitution.

174. The United Nations is one of the chief targets of the common law courts
movement's collective fear and loathing. It is an aspect of the "new world order" that they see being imposed upon them. See The Law of the Land, supra
note 28, at A9; Discontent Feeds Movement, supra note 43, at Al. Two other
aspects are the incidents at Ruby Ridge, Idaho, in 1992 and Waco, Texas, in
1993 described in the petition as follows:
We, the Michigan People's Assembly and Grand Jury find that under
6(a) Statute requiring regulations of all machine-guns and sawed-off
shotguns and rifles, was the agenda for Ruby Ridge-which claimed
Weaver had sold a shotgun which was 1/4 inch too short. Which action
gave cause for Federal agents to come into Idaho and kill Weaver's wife
and their fourteen year old son.
The Michigan People's Assembly and Grand Jury finds that the same
federal statutes 6(a) were the grounds used by the Federal Government
in the Waco case, which resulted in the death of some 80 men, women
and children. All of these actions were taken under the War and Emergency Power Act of March 9, 1933.
Petition, supra note 1, at 18.
The bombing of the Murrah Federal Building, in Oklahoma City, Oklahoma,
occurred on the second anniversary of the incident at Waco. Tom Kenworthy
& Lois Romano, What Moved Him? Mystery Unsolved, ARIZ. REPUBLIC, June
14, 1997, at Al. As discussed earlier, Terry Nichols, a common law courts
movement believer, was accused of the bombing. See supra notes 18-21 and
accompanying text for a discussion of Terry Nichols activities with the common law courts movement.
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This is error number two. The people have not entrusted State leaders with the responsibility for achieving reform in our governmental
system. The people are demanding that state agents immediately
terminate their usurpation of undelegated authority; that they
cease and desist in their efforts to prevent our governmental system
from operating in proper and lawful fashion. The system needs no
reform or amending.
The Michigan People's Assembly and Grand Jury find that THE
WILLIAMSBURG RESOLVE contains allegations of certain excesses and abuses that have been attributed the federal government. State government is also guilty of these same excesses and
abuses. If state government had operated within its own constitutional limitations, the federal government could not have gone so
far in exceeding its authority. The appetite for power and control is
not confined to Washington. It has been blatantly apparent in
Lansing also."
Finding of Fact 19 is the clearest statement in the petition of
what this article has already identified as the basic issue underlying the common law courts movement. It also illustrates the dilemma raised by the common law understanding of this issue in
the American legal and political status quo. As discussed in section one of this article, the common law courts movement is premised on a concept movement believers call "sovereign citizenship."7 6 A sovereign citizen is not subject to the power of any
government unless they "knowingly, willingly, and voluntarily"
consent to the particular authority of that entity. If the sovereign
citizen feels deceived or does not want to do what the conventional
law or court compels them to do, this consent may be withdrawn.
Once this consent is withdrawn, a sovereign citizen is only governed by the movement's proprietary common law, subject to the
commands of God.
Where, then, does the federal government, established by the
Constitution that the movement believers profess to worship and
defend, fit in? What is the federal government's role? Where do
the state governments, established by equally sacred state constitutions, fit in? What are the state governments' roles? These
questions are left unanswered by both the movement believers'
common law and the petition. Ultimately, the only actors in the
American political system that actually have a right to do anything
under their common law are the sovereign citizens, and they may
largely do as they please.
Setting aside this conundrum, clearly the Michigan People's
Assembly and Grand Jury have been dissatisfied with the conduct
of both the federal government and the government of the State of

175. Petition, supra note 1, at 30.
176. See discussion supra Part I.C.2.a.
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Michigan since at least March 9, 1933." As both governments
have become more involved in the day-to-day lives of the American
people, they have had more opportunities to offend the sensibilities
of some citizens. The Michigan People's Assembly and Grand
Jury, for example, presented in its petition thirty-two pages of
governmental acts believed to be improperly enacted since March
of 1933. The 115 jurats of this body are not alone. Similar issues
have motivated individuals throughout the country to affiliate
with the various courts that make up the common law courts
movement. These individuals feel that the "government"",8 no
longer represents them as the respective constitutions require.
To give this feeling meaning in the American legal and political systems, these affiliations with the common law courts should
be considered demands for the "Republican Form of Government"
required under Article IV of the Constitution."' Constitutional republicanism, however, does not refer to a specific form of government but, instead, refers to a general philosophy of government.
In a nutshell, a "republic" is "a self-governing community where
representatives of the people [make] laws for the good of the nation as a whole."' What particular form this government takes is
necessarily the choice of the people who select these representatives. The degree of power that government wields is likewise
limited. In this respect, the people are sovereign but in a more
limited, yet still significant, sense than the sovereign citizens of
the common law courts movement. If, as common law believers
feel, the federal and state governments are no longer sufficiently
republican, how can they challenge what the majority of Americans have created over the last sixty-four years either directly,
through elections, or indirectly, through their elected representatives?"
B. "FindingofFact 19" and the PoliticalQuestion Doctrine
The Michigan People's Assembly and Grand Jury's petition
has all the outward appearances of being an ordinary legal pleading. These appearances, combined with the highly legalistic style
of advocacy it contains, give the impression that the authors are

177. Petition, supra note 1, at 30. According to petitioners, the federal and
state governments became illegitimate in 1933 when § 5(b) of the Trading
with the Enemy Act was amended.
178. "Government," when placed in quotation marks in this section, means
the American legal and political status quo.
179. U.S. CONST. art. lV, § 4.
180. RALPH KETCHAM, FRAMED FOR POSTERITY: THE ENDURING PHILOSOPHY
OF THE CONSTITUTION 27 (1993).

181. Petition, supra note 1, at 30. See supra note 177 and accompanying
text for a discussion of the petitioners beliefs regarding the illegitimacy of the

government.
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taking conventional legal action - suing - for the rights they claim
under their conception of the common law. It would, however, be a
mistake to view the petition in this manner.
The petition's central "legal" argument is that because the
"government" has infringed the sovereignty of the American people, it is no longer republican as is required under the U.S. Constitution." As "the only true sovereigns,"'8' the petitioners demand
that the "government" reform itself or they will formally reject it
as illegitimate and proceed as of right to establish their own political and legal order.'8 They find this right in the same document
that established and defined the present "government," the Constitution.
In 1841, a similarly disaffected group of citizens demanded reform of the government of the State of Rhode Island. This group
argued that the state government, still functioning under a charter
granted by the English King Charles II in 1663, was not republican as required under Article IV of the Constitution. After demanding change and being rebuffed by the charter government,
they proceeded to establish a new republican state government.
By May of 1842 they had called a constitutional convention,
drafted a constitution for the state, and elected a new government.' This new government, under "Governor" Thomas W. Dorr,
went to the charter government and demanded that it step aside.
It did not. The Dorr government, acting under the belief that it
was the duly elected republican government of the state, moved to
remove the existing government of Rhode Island by force.
In response to this insurrection, the charter government declared martial law and began to suppress the rebellion. In the
process of suppressing the rebellion, authorities of the charter government arrested a Dorr supporter, Martin Luther, after forcibly
entering his home. Because Luther did not recognize the legitimacy of the charter government, he brought an action in the
United States Circuit Court for the District of Rhode Island
against the individuals, as individuals, who arrested him for trespass. In deferring to the earlier determination of the Rhode Island
courts accepting the legitimacy of the charter government, the
Court found for the defendants. Luther then appealed to the
United States Supreme Court.
In Luther v. Borden,' the United States Supreme Court af182. U.S. CONST. art. IV, § 4.
183. Petition, supra note 1, at 30.
184. Id at 32.

185. By May of the following year, the charter government had similarly reformed itself by adopting a constitution to replace the 1663 royal charter under which it had been operating. For convenience, however, it will be still be
identified in the text as the "charter government."
186. 7 Howard 1 (1849).
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firmed the decision of the Circuit Court. Although Luther's action
was still one for trespass, the real issue he placed before the court
was which government was the legitimate government of Rhode
Island. The Court declined to choose one or the other. Chief Justice Taney declared that, at both the federal and state level, the
legitimacy of the existing government was a political question and
beyond the authority of the judiciary to determine.18
At the state level, Chief Justice Taney explained, it is logically
impossible for the state court to come to any conclusion other than
the conclusion that the government that created the court is legitimate." At the Federal level, under Article IV, § 4 of the Constitution, only Congress can determine whether or not a state government is republican and, therefore, legitimate.' Consequently,
at both levels, the legitimacy of an existing government can only
be a political question. Therefore, the question of governmental
legitimacy raised by the Michigan People's Assembly and Grand
Jury in its petition, like the similar question raised by Martin Luther approximately 150 years ago, is not justiciable. The Michigan
People's Assembly and Grand Jury's only recourse in the status
quo is to the existing political institutions and political process.
IV. RECASTING THE PEOPLE, FOR MICHIGAN REPUBLIC, EX REL V.
STATE OF MICHIGAN AS A PETITION FOR REDRESS OF GRIEVANCE
UNDER THE PETITION CLAUSE OF THE FIRST AMENDMENT

As its "SECOND AUTHORITY AND BASIS," the petition
claims the First Amendment to the Constitution and quotes from it
as follows: "Congress shall make no law... abridging... the right
of the people peaceably to assemble, and to petition the Government for redress of grievances."m It is under this Petition Clause
that The People, for Michigan Republic, ex rel v. State of Michigan
has meaning. It is a petition for redress of grievance; no more and
no less. It is not meaningful for what it contains. On the contrary,
it is meaningful as an exercise of an essential right. In any republic, the governed must be free to communicate with their government, and the Constitution guarantees this.
CONCLUSION

The People, for Michigan Republic, ex rel v. State of Michigan,
as a petition for redress of grievance, is a very American document. Despite the bizarre nature of the theories presented and the
187. Id. at 4.
188 Id. at 40. It is really a "chicken-or-the-egg" situation in that by merely
acting either way the court recognizes and affirms the legitimacy of the existing government.

189. Id. at 42.

190. Petition, supra note 1, at 4 (quoting U.S. CoNST. amend. I).
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rhetorical excesses of its authors, it should not be lightly dismissed. The central issue raised in the petition, the nature of individual and governmental sovereignty in the American system of
government, is the central issue of American history and politics.
The common law courts movement, of which the Michigan People's
Assembly and Grand Jury is a part, may possibly represent a significant new force in the debate on the sovereignty issue. The
questions the movement raises regarding the relationships that
exist between the American people, the state governments, and
the federal government have been and continue to be very relevant. The movement's contribution to this debate, however, is
problematic. The bizarre and absolutist nature of the common law
courts beliefs and the highly emotional rhetoric employed in the
presentation of these beliefs may work to de-legitimatize the historically legitimate questions that prompted the movement. If this
de-legitimization occurs, the issue of sovereignty may be left to the
extremists in the common law courts movement. These extremists
accept as an article of faith the illegitimacy of and danger inherent
in the political and legal status quo. More importantly, they believe they are empowered by God to take whatever action is required to correct the situation.
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APPENDIX B

Statement of Grievances and Demands for Redress
Wt the Pel

tokeep
ofthe UnitNd Stses, aters-cial ow naal aW o dsisall rit to mibleplam y-mid
do
r
it zn owirem

d
m
ad bear arms. and meim the Militia ssembled, mlde
herebhy preset this ealmem ofa rances and demands fo re s I'iNut

A. Federal officials have made war on the People, violated their
natural and constitutional rights, exceeded the limited powers

delegated to them under the Constitution, and betrayed their oaths to
faithfully fulfill the provisions of the Constitution and to execute just
treaties, laws and contracts pursuant thereto:
I -They have adopted and efdorced states and relulation. to depriv the People ct~t
- and impair te baring
theref in defense of thamelves asd theStab-, the hae failed toNIO the Cmud= uuqumesati die mie
ks d militia
, ad they have
med a
Militia be lept orgnied and trained and in a hiSh state ofre
am endsoai a preawm
and other gVmms cxercu their rits go poeab, asemble sad tolcep and bear
root exercising tase ooossiuloeal dury to -pzuand nin Ihemtdew
2. The have established a criinal Sam Goumegn. imlvi a conspiracy okey officials i all
ad
letels
of overnmoent and involving cv
l at
factors. Saeal isn tiona, business organizaimois. the media.
tso
educational. religious, and charitable organizations, labor unison, trade aissoaacida, ad political action g
dthitiheir
d md viemisze the People addepai-,
operate sbove the ls%and inviolation ofthe Censtitution, to d
ies. liberties. arid
propas.. This Secm Cvenm ha ems
high aim s and misdemeanon and colld to

cosiecal themt Ithas injured oresased dhedeath oflpr

o

"so
toq

inpm
ists aad bim lacir pupae to

justice. and it has assassinated. p ow.td. financially nutted, or discreditd pblieffial.omid for ptl
office. nhisileblowers. inveatigators and rfonrs iiwho
threate its
nl.
3 -They hav adopted lIsla d such as - amendment to the Trad with the Eny Au ad arius Preeleal
direclives such as the 1933 War admEnxierasny Power Order which oat d Peopleas the m oftleCGevaieet,
and orders wich illegally seek to saspend the Constinution d il-clefind "e
nes' ad med rpVpams to
overthrow
the Constitution under circumstancs which an either at true elmerenes or mitich ar conriveid b.
consprac. of such officials.
4 - The hae adopted secret legislaton andappropntis offihmds, ad kqpg
official etivitca and domcamis sent,
osznsibly for the purpose or "nationd seurity" butin fact
oenm for the purpa dfconealing the crimeand
preventit the proseuti nl thereof
5. 11. have established s-ineus for dgoi elections and have msd thdeprive
die People nimble right
to choose their elected oficiels.
-1% ha ecxceded thei limited authority to rNetulate i sat
l me
to impoperly nonmpes probibsrma
thereof, criminal prosecution forviolations, or to regulate or prohibit activities tawe
xcot cmmercial, orwhich bhs
not) at crossed a sate boundary. or which once didbut hat nw come to rest. or which "ffet" state mm ,
or to entities some of iiose activities may involve
inteustatemm ee hut tick ant
themselves
eimmercial transactions.
7. Thc' have exceeded their limited authority to impose cxli ad isteui
sato raise rve ms,and have iprerly
anempted to prohibit activities k- imposing confiscatory taxes on mem,
ims
t
or eetivities a illegal it
themelves yuin oast the" hate only mathad axes pa
diet, ad prasemd pansam eimialb for faim gopaD.
&9 The' hate passed statutes not intnded tob equa -mad impartialy enforced, butto b applied m thediasceims Of
oficials. %hdich
law*sae all tw ofem applied not to their isnirded objecs
butto itsece s soo v.provie
%
am.
targets. against the poor, the weak. w-men, aid minolties.
9-The hate adopted legislation and regulatio, stenisibly intended to achieve tuthwtile ppe.
s t a pbli
health. occupasional s fe", enironmenal protection, o wuildernamess
althouc wihout costituioa
s"thoist. but which ae mwted
by
npt officials and thir cronies to depri,,e p a o theoir
ipmty no fr a pdl
pupose and ifthoijust compesmm
LODIY * l.-t Br,"%cr. Orevanci and Deands for Redrt tbnp:/iw.-,onsese.orgspievwed.km)
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10D.
Tb hebas
forfeit he.

isatd and applied dom
lqi runs dating inaima objects p~ar essgal procedis~ to seize mid

in violation olte ons itutionil princdle

odiy natural pean orsM

thereofmay be puts to

due process. md to deny those pans whte die ners db
s be righ t ded thirpnpiy rights
thre, terey
im dprivng
f teir ropstywi~sis ompniaisiand widinti haviag covieled dim ofta
trim or bating peoperly imposied a saxowie.
II -The have illegall prosectred pnsunder,cruil stiates md regulations, i Federal ms, for a ow
commimd an Federal tenor, indudil am cmmned - Stat teriniry om which die- bai

juniitn exmp in -

dnr

co antutimmai

. moscfiq piracies ordemonics on t high ws, or ollks against do I ai

12"Tbe have, in iolation ofd.. pos and die Castuition, -llowedjudges tod
e" pmrso of te rig to
astrial byjury. and deprive much
pawn otir liberty ad pmopes y aid die sisrcamd eir civil rights, &dirhmach
i ea as "con empt d cn,

My viMal.
ad "idminisuraaiv'

damdtie
pe

dons

that

sm ay beinca -e

o r up to six maths widut a

conrt aid pomeds whic am A-eed totbe cid even thoug die penalties

include th deprivation oflilbor lior=b.
13 - Tr .hbate illegally deard ratified as im

number ofuses. ad cooed a ile

t mendmen which inmMw

m vratdied by tde rkequre

aecy as uch assmed stutiie y which ilgally levies ditno taxes; a the

peope withot appoirtimeat, illegally te
caunal Penalties for now-ptent and which violat the i
fgte
People to de Pro.ess, to proteti-o against wwraslos marches. topr cimn againsslf-ma
s ad vrial by
ju..
14 - Tbr" istve made instuments not backsed
by gold or silver legal tender for shepay>o eha, i" d diegall
allowed he Federal Reswe, a priNzty owned op-aon. to oirntl the me . and credit sysen oldie counur

without bing vroperly owned or emmnullad bytde Pple.
15 -The President has. - seral occasions, ordered 6t militay i engage in worlike activitie in foreip n4=3

-fiiu

the coniesnt

pu mrraotassionaldeclaration duswa, asad
Cqmtps has&fale to impeach him diesifor,

in "olatio
f theiir Cus to faithfully enforce die Casitution. ,
16 -The- have conducted dang
apm
exrous
n o peste wMu their acldedge or inmcd commornm,
tnvolg
radiological, chemical. and biological agentssod mind ontrol devioes, resulting in damage to their health aid to
uloetain of tbut lives. de have released daagros sgents into he envirment, md Sy hae used m, meto
silence wi'hstlebloisrs. investigators. and refomers.
17 -They have, in %iolationof te constiwotal girantee of equal applicaio othe ln and the rihts of Stased
the threat of 'ithholdin Federal funds flom States to orerce die sites to violate 6 rights of their ciizn by pagig

and inferring legislation Aithou the monsent offtheir citizens, without providing th flmodig to pay. 6o coatwsro&

wilte still collecting tis taxes from their citizns which povide the fands they throaen to withhold.
I8S-They- bait failed to gSnstme to the States a tepublica faimno
dgotswat, by faitrsnt insist "e eChb S=m
Ccnttltio explici ly delegate all pows whic that State government shall be atthouized to meise, aid allowing
them to exercise powers not thus delegated.
19 - Th has candctod illegal and warsandess searces of peons and their premis effects id vehicles nd
setzae of their prope r-. aid placed illegal obstacles tote raemesy of such propesty impoperty gized or

rosepeatton for Aage or los.

20 - The' hav, un.de color of law od without prper presentation of warransofm
ch or ure
ssau puns in
their homes ad plac of busiess.using excesive force resulting in umecesary death and Nurim. otm to innont
petos.i and failed to p just compemation hereforor to prosecuft those nnsponible
21 - They have violated the rights of Native Ammcam under ola tri
esablihd
h tenm depived
d of
their prp
n
. saidlibe ties. cused their death and inj.,pirsecuted the tdes
m day have vied to easisr,
righta,
and established inatittions of religion wwh operate to suppms tmir laga . uliio
h gige.
22 -They ha; e corruptcd the judiciay to itrpret ie laws in ways Motconisen with de intentions of the Frames, to
den% the sights Of persm wider the COasiaIO, irldaS On r6igt of ddendatits in bolb ciinal aid civil t l t os
manipulWae juries. mid
tllomw, offcials to exercise powrs not deegated to the. usdar the Cruituno.
2-, - Jadg:s hai failed to infom jurors that hk hav di power and dity to jdg not o ly tle facts in tl cas but the
la-e as w
usll
24-The% have use f1tMiltary'. in violato ofhe Posse Col,,xu Ag. ii pl~lf= poliC fmi oand
oepRODIGY 'We

SBrMs.

Grava e sid Da snda fr Rsz
dmap:,/w. csni'uio.igetna.hm)
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instead ofcallin up the Milita therefor.

253-They have illegally ad imprly ettrd te cetwmereal muarutptaee. They have used dhe afli of jmn:
ling intrests tn erpism ot credit na nm by sucm ellaaceal, ben boo th tof
agencies to ac nro
dir assets, ad declared dhm banlinapt, ivt the c lhgin oc nrupejudges and truste

caoe their

mnanipulationas. They have gained control ofenterprises, sbidizing themt to put their -,aspetim into finanial datum.
ers and looted their sem. The have cotiVied to sal colas of snug aod 111211
then acquired those
depi'ao Sc
acquiring or aloann Ow mernt acquir the insitutien and tir sum st imle picics. and therby%
Sntre
aoas&oftapqsa! andrads of
original owners of a trilion doillars of their -u and impsed' de"ba-m
soingae t
billions o dolUas. The) hv improply bmruglt mwor mesw, offt ecoy nder their esl

foug bankL stady and illgally, ad used that o nd
held Wn
sses, fmauduleuly acquired eormous fimds
those funds for political purposes ad to oceal their activities.
tte
cri, @O e dlIed o a inxted evid en
26.-They have (slib cbarged innocent "'smis wit
m
o eborned peiur. sndcorpted judges anid maniplated juries, to oe comitons, or ferac,better rust ha o
Setpromotions or tobe m as solving he e, but als to slence whialeblcowari investigae' or eeims, to nova
up their crimes
2 7 -The'. have engaged inthe maintfaeftw, impr and distribtion, o illegal, dasgermis, adldictive sbseancas eme
while pretnding to conduct s "nron drugs, both to erich themselves pers lly ad iominmne.'to coait
vith adoning
and ofen ileal activities by their agences, including tlim ey agencies A
unauthorized. cov
crime
ad death ofpersons and to risin rai
the laws against such substans which has contribmed to diminjury
and violence.
20-They have compiretd ith the legal prodession to defraou the public, imposing morasivia lea costs and casag
excesi'e cmu for insurance eowa . wlich has rised the prics of algoods ad soviets and made de c
products and smices less copeti in world maets.
inways t largely aid
29 •They hase established public suahorides"? bid control v-at assits, but which do mo
acountability to the public, and wmich amsthe soures of much corruption and abuse.
311- They have corrupted th banl.upecy coms to depriv pesoms filing mde Chapter I I of their anct at firesale
prces. to the benefit of the officials, their ag cs or thcrconis.
31 . They haie conspired to subver the enforcement of aety standards, reulting in pevatable accidents an the loss
oflhealth and Ife, and have co vred up such subvr in.
mdia
ad
32 - The.y hac e.ereised utreswianted influence ow public polic"debate in

31 - They%haves attempted to interpre treatiem whtich are necessanlt- infalror to the Constitution. as Shough they ue
Constitution, in violation of A'icle V thereof.
amendments to dhe

B. State and local officials have failed to protect the People from
abuses by federal officials, violated their natural and constitutional
rights, exceeded the limited powers delegated to them under the
Federal and State Constitutiois, and betrayed their oaths to faithfully
ftlfill the provisions of the Federal and State Constitutions and to

execute just compacts, laws and contracts pursuant thereto;
restvieeions on erights4th. People wokwp and bar c id to assebles
I- ThNeyhave placed usstUIVNIetial0111
independet milittas
2 -The" ha%e failed to do their duty to support the organizing and training of local militia units and keep them in a high
state of readiness.
have iolated rights ofhite People ander the Federal and Stit Constitutions, ad mencised pamn am
3 - The.stpecifially delegated tothem under either cmnsutidon.
4 -The. have failed to protect the People against abuses oftheir rights b.federal offcials, bave failed to proscute
l
federal officials for crimes committed under color of lav, and have allowed the Paol to he prosecuted in
ODIGYI Wt' Brouer: G1tices and Demands for Redress (btp:/nA'w.1onsitieoorlSrkes.bu)
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mObSfo mS over ,tich oak.sh Stat hasjurisdicti
ad
nace mot intended to be eqay m impartially inifeS., buto be aplid at
S-They hve passed ast-.
the discese of officials, whic las mall ole . applied ott tir intided objects i to immn pre who
wink women, US mims
pmd c targets, l-s the por, tha
casts d causi
id the ph, impaemai ve
6 - Xe.hate conspued with the lWeprofeasiom
cassive cs fo imaw
cosmag, which has raised the pries fal goods and sei nU made dem
products ad aenices less atpeifiw in world mario.
a a
ie legal tder fe the puymt ef a.
7-They have Male Wnsane a bamW by

-W

C. The news media have failed to provide the People with complete,

accurate, and timely information that they need to make important
public decisions:
I - They have failed to adequately in t-sigat
a p s illel at improper actiesof officias U those
doi
kansas %nththe gouaamt
2- Th1-have fail to proide adequae coverage of eUdidat fe pcb offic ad the iss, n d ekcdm
eampa s US tie procss of governms
as tanai at or a ipen* event, rquitn canidae o Snd vast -m
for poitsal advautian US to beoI undul dependent -n actubutoureetingmf special inen
3- They hat failed to adequate) ale ft public sopb, thay MW fac i lb ean ar Mu p u
s
to their mention
4-They-have allowed offmcals and special ta WUs
to &Wease UO. inflenc ever the infwmaeao. provi"e to the
public,

D. Too many of the People have failed to do their duty to preserve,
protect and defend the Federal and State Constitutions and to
participate in the process of republican government:
I - The *%
have too ofte

delegated tojudges. superisn. or legadvisas tgei dwy to inepmndaly inerde U aply
the Fede-l and State Constittions a the laws p sun thereto all effi ets which they may be inolved.
2 -The- have accepted bribes from pvunma gobuy thr vota, ibld of insistins
elected officials uphold the
Conitions and exercise their nsbilitifs for th good of the naioo a whol, US hmby i t.f .Wai
for esePtion dhru gover o
anu
d soeiet.
They have failed to demand complee actae sand
inelv itnrmaamo candidae far ac
S h isus
tdeleb apelig cmdims to bcme
lvdw
d mpon onribsia fom et
intern
4- The luye failed t becme inolved intl electoral pxn to bin forward pewrn
opte nee US meis to
become candidates for public affice.

Now, therefore, we demand:
i Thai all tatue, regulatms. a orders whi -r is violation oefsir apptcable ea no i
be immeae
repealed or aueded to nmov e en ding prvisions. dSpeifilc
a- All st4
I
,h
it. regulate, ets.i
Orodwim infuageW
6&g of the People to purchas own,
advertse. sel te .e, loam. manfacU, trampo r use
and ammunition for th
* mos of em ofpale
fail'. h-me.property. Ud libfe., for
te defese aS afs of the Sate, for spaunUd rcationL or far other
peaceful pupos. specl-ly tbose Ws ,A dfor militi M.
b-All
satutes aidch resrict the right to asenmble peacgably as independen militias
*'The Trading sit the Enemy Act, War US Emergency PowmOrder, mad
all p-esdetial direti,.s pemerbing the
suspension of the Contitution or any pa therteo in an e
.
d AU (de-al st aftes defining rm coMd o State teesit ry aoS o ide of fede-al tcnt slier thn those
of
&eCUn osinstfetuag. pircte OrfeC10ss 01 on
thhgsas, or ofnes agaist do laws of natons. US tha all
VODCGY'0 Web UrsaUr G~Ortve and Demands
for Padres AMeftwwxuennkisrmew&

hml=
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cmiictons Wider such sitatutebe me
l reveed
e All st&RO based oate wuNrIhed inomc saxIamenmnt sothe Federal CO iiatfiio.
f-All umts basd en the intesae cmtmec clause
theFederal Camilrinim which appl to other than
commercial reanscces that cross s am barde, or a impose confisaml sies oreriminal pienalim for violafims
thereof
g" All statutes based an toin l
olfts Federal Ccmssition which have. problitaot' or cosfse
width impose criminal Penalties for file bgm-.

h,All maa a alliow for the seitue

y ault. Or

property aep for pqiw eta taxor (m judged valid by a can ol

competetr
L.
es on itatc
or locl govrnmel
i•All i
iional or wiulnded ma
2 -Thai ters a consensus exists that a poAvi no degt to the government shoWd be eisd thereh), apprpiate
conatitutional amendments be proposed, debated. and prhaps a t
id am lgislatio, adoed bad - sit
3 - Th3iofficials uido have violated their olahs to uphol tli
ir tupecve i stituias be i
and removed flram
office. and specifically.:
a - The Preside.L for signing legislation cntainnin
unconstitutional provisions, specilialy the recnt "Violent Ca
the
a np
d ith
Co trol
ard Law Enftituemn Act of 1994'. and for tenin U.S. iroops to ud war in f

consent of CQUwes.I
b -The Anorts -iGenerl. for failing to proste officials responsible for die abuse ofciv righls, and speciically for
theassaults andkilins of people itRuby Ridge. Idaho, and Mount Canel. Texas.
c 'The Secretary of ie Treasury, for the cnfocmei oftmoostinsdoelo
gut catr lqaladti and for ila
'li
expanding the denitions ofproiibited drm and for allow
iniments not hacked by
or siver to be usada
legal tender.
4 -Thai an immediate audit be conducted of te Federal Resere. tw itbe ohibited fi
i
tet
beued
legal tender, and that the Treasury replace all Federal R s v notes now aitstandn with matru
baded by
or
silve: or. ifth isinsufficient gOdor silve to make this possible, that thiConstitution be mended to allow additoal
materials having astable vlun to be used to back the currency.

-

-

5- That all secet legislation or budgets mid all militry or law enforcement farning exercises befusl, disclosed and
tlaplintd to thepublic, and all govertmnt documents elasaifld at any lee of secrecy ho immnadiatt declassified and
disclosed to the public. excepi only these few whose disclosure would eopardize human intelligence assets
in the f

reveal ruilitaiv technology-not yet in the possection of any foreign poxerjeepardiaec crimainal investigations. or disclose
private personnel information
6 -That until suchtune ass f oolproof nmthod can befound for elconrc vting. all elections be condlucted using Pap
ballots, counted by human beings.
7 - That a systcm of mde;lendct magistrates or prosecissora be established to investigae and prosecute cimes committed
by oficiali under color of avv,and tat prand junes be insructed andencoraged to invaesigate and bring indica s
for official malfeasance

B -That State cossaitutim be umnded asrequired to asumnsesi the powers delegated to the State govermn by theA
People. and d th State be forbidden from exerizing any power not thus specifically delegated.
9 -Thai appropate federal. state andlocal lislation be
t to implement dieprovikos of the Federal
Constitution toorganize and tain de entire Militia and to keep them a high state of readines.
1tt - That federal and stats laws bepassed to require judlges to inorm jurorst that they have the power am duty tojudg

neot G21-te
facts in the cate. but the law, andthat in criminal case, no matte how despicable di. accused or heinouts his

act. tb' are to find the accused noeguih if the cour lacks jurisdiction or the law is mcsetionamul or i op '
applied. arid tht a lIw is unconstitutional ift ioltes aconstitioal ri ixceeds powers deleated to the
government, or is eicsiseb' vague or notequall. applied.
II - That all govaeuniet agencies asd public authorities be required to divest themslves of
tn.
waership or control
over aLv private enteiise not ipecificalh, authoried by law, and tor enin to the gcnral find all fimancill asset D
apecifically authorized bylaw.
tODIt)"

It' Browser. Gnievssete &a demands far t si s ( bitp:t/ww.eaLekuntaearlavre
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12- That all public authorfies and maditis receiving zoanum fmd be
u- t 8rid
and tr
ts
othe public.
13 -That a U.S. sops assiped to ar nd a foen commander do ao only und aow d
S totha
(rig Coander inaccordane wib law by aiUS.
a ba
vinr
rvsmy
ory uadxry OWN
auctroop, sitsd
such autdorit be eue to revocion atany time,
14 - That t raditional symeem
oc(am Law be esubliseed inii jmaicim
15- Thatall victimtok
o
-mie~, bwanr savunga .d butmaiplasiaor banbupiny
dp Iau
n ted
b
goiwnt afficiab or mmci.. be
Llb cosmasS r
loss.
le
16 - That all victims o mms
e
e idefied and swadS or Smor lhebeirs

17 - Tat all treaties made with Native Ameri
be
dmd 6 nyu lands guated sde- sock e
anor
aSdubsequetl taken from thn bersmeI
13-Tat
ll btbcn popo e ereviewed by an indepanheat pod!ofomsdwtieotl ascays vdishalladvies the
oestinniolimy, of the prt'isiones * ed, eme it issubmif do a &I votw
19 - I

the nta

oruleasml
uc

d

be

to Pro videhat an n ppeal( dcsei

whc thetgovnt

is a

party to a multi-judge titals
cmnuiafial gris, tle vow d only aojudge is -qu
to esablish ael n a
person or to dety a pow t man
cy ofgoumeut
20 -That attorneys belicensed. andtheir practices reviewed, by stae bI d einpa eam- lwyesminddown
pe'son shall bealloweS to m for
officec
who has paticed law doring the preceding five yeas, s o
person. havngS hetd elected i, heperited wopractice law during his am Mfaf or diming the five year; afte
leavwg afflce.
21- Thailarge new; media cngloeates be rAke up h o
e ham&g ditM
oiaeland
and
charged! mith informing shepublic dfwhat it needs to know to make the nioh public decIsin, incudin providing
complete and acenie infoionan candidate. and issues, andslotting tb= to potential poblem ^Vll in tnce of
needg to mis dwcmnrabut 6c
22- Tha the media open their ferns to partic4ate by mer cities and
es il nt j
nustpfsieal jouralits.
and provid Mor eposure fir neglected its and ideas.
23 -That citizens be eduicated froem
childhood to idpnetyinterpret mid apply their constitutions woall official am
ith
chthe'
beinvd, andnot to de
e tt respasibility to judgesspoi, or kl adlSim.
24- That citizen be educated to demand complete and am aeb
inf etio. om public officils and the media on all
issues. topanirpate in toh polliti

,4"s.
and M to allow their votes to be bought b) bribes fran go'.-nmnt.
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